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There's a bunch of cowpunchere in this story it will do yon

and for good measthere's Slim Hoover, sheriff,
whom nobody loves becauso he's
And there are other
a fat man.
characters of the great southwest—women of charm and interest, desperadoes and soldiers—
whose doings on the stage have

good to meet,

ure

called forth much favorable comment from the public and the
critics.
They are woven into a
plot of dramatic interest, colored
by characteristic actions and sayings of typical -women and mer.
of the land of the rutile snake and
the Gila monster, the long horned
steer and the lowly, despised
sheep. The incidents oj the talc
will hold you; the women and the
men will attract you.
They are
different from those of other
yarns of the west, that is ever

>f cactus growth along the parapet
α sahuaro. with branching arme,
ind against this the snake was Hung.
Wrapped around the thorny top by the
irose

momentum of the cast, it Bung, hissing
and rattling with pain and hatred.
The prospector looked up at the impaled rattlesnake with a smile. Reminiscences of Sunday school flashed
across his mind.
"Gee. I'm a regular Moses!" he ejaculated. "First I bring wuter from the
face of the rock, and then 1 lift up the

serpent in the wilderness. The year
I've spent in the mountains and desert
seems like forty to me. and now at
last I have α eight of the promised
land. God. what a magnificent view!"
Dropping his pick, he stretched out
his arms with instinctive symbolization of the wide prospect and expression of an exile's yearning for his na-

Kjc-cuttve Coramltte£-P. M. Llbby, St Albans, C. E. Tripp, Ripley.
The towns represented in the associa„tate than elsewhere, consequently on
tive laud.
tion arc located in the western part of
different small tracts. It
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Me.
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Main
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St.,
part
that
of
tracts
of
owners
small
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wiA
enough," he continued, giving the trite
should or ought to handle them on a Counties.
phrase a reverential tone wnich he had
The object of this association is to
more advanced plan than they h
not used in his first expression of (he
the oast
Had promote the breeding and improvement
I often hear men say.
name of Deity. "Thank him. the paralI bought
what would have been con- of high grade and pure bred Holstein
a' hard trade in cut-over pine cattle in this section of the state and to
lel with old Moses stops right here.
and
in
its
members
aid
buying, using
"
very close, ten years ago,
Many a time I thought 1 would never
a fight or a frolic.
cattle.
class
first
for
and
vnnmr etindioK P*ne ^ven* " woUia exchanging
selling
get out of the mountains alive and that
w
its
r»Kt afterward
and
name
As
the
objects imply
in moet casee,
my grave would be unmarked by so
membership is limited to farmers who
CHAPTER i.
much as a bowlder with a red cross
exsires
Ilolstein
bred
will
nee
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead four dollars for
pure
dollar
an old trull In the Ghost
^
upon it. But now before night I'll, be
in their herds or have a Holclusively
and Iron.
range, la northwestern Mex- back in the States and in three more
more stein herd under their immediate mancf the
ico, just acrous the Arlzoua days at home on the old ranch. I
call for a regular
The
by-laws
the
in
the
agement.
increase
priceoflumber
T«l«pho»« 134-11.
border, u mounted prospector promised to return In a year, and I'll
annual meeting and at least three special meetings during the year, and it is
wound his way. Ills horse carefully make good to the hour. I sure did hate
the plan of the association to hold as picking Its stops among the broken to leave that strike, though, after all
J. WALDO
at
the
as
possible
many speoial meetings
granite blocks which had tumbled the hard luck I had been having. Sixty
homes of the members thus enabling
if near lakes and streams, that will tloa
upon the ancieut path from the moun- dollars a day aud growing richer! But
of
make
to
them
animals,
i.
in
«ml
comparisons
order
«ro.th
A
burro followed, the last horn was blowing—no tobacco,
tain wall above.
The scope of
methods and results.
should be given overto gr
bed roll, pick, six matches and
the laden heavily with pack,
nothing left of the
will
be
to
these
improve
if
witmeetings
black
Masonic
other
rear
Block,
growth,
Temple Street,
ingpineor
Well the gold Is
members mentally, socially and finan- frying pan aud battered coffeepot, yet bacon but rlnde.
sure footedly as the
NORWAY.
there, and the claim 11 bring whatever
Telephone Connection.
first thing to do is to stop reck- cially. A representative from the de- stepping along
partment of agriculture will be present mountain sheep that tirst formed the I ch'Ose to ask for it. And Echo shall
less cutting and the deatruction
to give such encouragement and assist- trail ages ago and whose petrified hoof have a home as
HOLLISTfR 3
good as Allen Haby the tramp saw mill. 1 ue own
ance as may be possible and to deliver a
-ells and allows the small trees
prints still remain to afford footing cienda and a ranch as fine as Bar One.
as
be
*such
lecture
may
subject
on
upon
cut is the man to call a
for the scarcely larger hoofs of the Yes, It'll be Bar None, my ranch!"
A l>u<y Modioli# for Ba»y People.
selected by the association.
own protection as well as
pack animal.
Out of the sea of molten air that
Criais Goldeo Health and Reaewed Vigor.
The members of this association beAn awful stillness hung over the stretched before him. that nebuloux
A stwciiic f ir Constipation, Indigestion. I-lv*
lieve that by intelligent concerted action
««·
I K in··,· Troubles. Piinplrs. E._-zemii. Impure
was broken only by tLr
seen»· that
they will be able to impress the dairyI Hat
ti.
Slu^g.-eli Dowel*, Headache
cllek of hoofs of horse and burro
il irk.u-Î!·.·.
men of that section with the importance
it'a Rocky Mountaiu Tea in tann
erala a box. CMht made b;upon the rocks and the clatter <>f the
1 commenced to think, some 15 year ; of improving their dairy herds
II
ijTKR L'hi-q Compaw, Mndiaot), Wis.
careful selection and breeding; that the loos:· stones they dislodged that roll*·»!
GOLDEN NwGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE
work of the association will gradually and skipjicd down the mountain side
pine trees that escaptu mj
I bring about a greater uniformity in the N'ct a brcnth of air was stirring, and
they were
and quality of their cattle;
the sun blazed down from the zenith
iDg witness against me, mn not only conformation
that many other farmers not now espewith su. h iiene and direct radiation
of
in the Holstein breed
bave
you had come cially interested
thnt the wayfarer needed not to oiv
cattle, will recognize the benefits folshadows to note Its exact
lowing the work, of the association and serve the the heavens.
Singly among
unite with them in their efforts; tlipt position In
timber,and these conditions will prove an attraction the broken blocks and .In banks along
the ledges the cactus had burst under
owner· to run such a mad course as has to buyers and consequently open up
greater and more valuable markets for the heat, as I: were. Into the sponbeen run in the past by
their surplus stock; and from it all the taneous combustion of flowery flame
too long, Ù reputation of thie section of the state of To the traveler passing beside them
Maine as a center for the distribution of
their red blooms blazed with the IrriIlolstein cattle will become firmly estabtating superfluity of a torchlight prothe
of
not
only
enc mb r ance to
-t «enerationi, lished to the advantage
cession at noonday.
members but of the whole community.
trees, and itaelf
The trail leads dowu to u flat ledge
The area covered by this association
the
represents one of the best and most pro- which overlooks the desert and which
gressive dairy sections of our state and is the observatory whither countless
in the opinion of the writer this move generations of mountain sheep have
South Paris, Maine.
means much for the state of Maine in
been wont to resort to survey the
killing smaller ones, shou
the development of the live stock inEven small trees, tboug
(1U1
strange world beneath them, with
.jj dustry.
™irh but
or few limbs,
with
,uu
out little
tops
ν
what purjiose and what feelings It reIt is planned to hold the first meeting
limbs or top crown.
mains for some Imaginative writer of
some time during the month of June.
ar.
From the
A copy of tbe by-laws adopted by the animal stories to Inform us.
t
it
not
y
systematic cutting,
association will be furnished to anyone ledge to the valley below the trail
interested, on application to the secre- Is free from obstructions and broader,
it quickly absorbed.
more beaten and less devious than
tary or to the department of agriculture
Give» Relief at Once.
piece of land will produce white pine,
A great deal of interest is
at Augusta.
am unable to tell you.
above, indicating that it has been
It dean*©», soothes,
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α lut ci-αν, ir
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year
the diseased mempine as an ornament,
from the valley to the natural
An awful stillness hunrj over tlic scenc
others will follow the example ing up
aud
doubtedly
hard
wood
the
ail
and
removed
cut
j
brane resulting from
of the watchtower on the heights.
chaos of quivering bnrs and belts of
brokeu topped and crooked pine from | set by the progressive farmers
Catarrh aud drives
Reaching the ledge, the prospectoi
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about
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heated atmosphere
a
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growth
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from
seemed
what
that
found
Leon S. Mehkill,
Head quickly.
years old. Beginning from that time,
above the desert au a memorial of the
of
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an
Instructor.
be
pile
to
above
Irregular
Dairy
gle
Γ Lf bel every ten yearn, namely, in 1880, 1890
stores the Sea<«es of ΠΗ I
first stage of the entire planet's existlarge bowlders was an artificial fortiTuate and Smell. Full size 50 cfc*., at Drug- aud 1U00, *1 removed the largest trees
the Imagination of the prospector
ence,
toward
gists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 7"> cents. down to ten inches, two feet from the Making Clean Milk fcasy fcnougn. fication, the highest wall belug
There
the lnclo- created a paradise of his own.
for each of the three
The
Entering
York.
56
mountains.
New
yield
tbo
Warreu
ground.
Brothers,
Street,
F.ly
Through some special talent that sure, the prospector dismounted, re- took shape before his eyes a Mexican
cuttings was about alike, ten thousand
John
hacienda, larger and more beautiful
feet per acre. I have been more careful fluent writer on farm matters,
his horse of Its saddle and his
of Ohio, has the happy faculty of lieved
E. W. (
sn removing tbe trees each succeeding Gould
even than that of Echo's father, the
to
and
Its
proceeded
pack
in writing on burro of
time, aud now it will cut more thou- hitting the bull's eye pat
beau Ideal of a home to his limited
It would do prepare his midday meal. Looking foi
sands than at any previous cuttiug aud almost any farm topic.
And on the piazza In front,
of
he
a
where
health
of
might light a fancy.
tbe best place
heap
has more small trees left to stand aud some of the boards
there
read how simple a matter be fire, he observed In the most protected covered with flowering vines,
grow. I don't let the hard wood bother good to
as folstood awaiting him the slender figure
corner a flut stone marked by fire and
How long it will continue to pro- makes of producing pure milk,
t will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS or any it.
of a woman, with outstretched arms
duce pine, 1 shall have to tell you later. lows:
91xe or Style at reasonable prices.
near It In tbe rocky ground a pothote,
Lynn Bailey, the Quaker from Ohio evidently formed for grinding malxe. and dark eyes, teuder with yearning
My experience and observation has
the champion gold
been that when the small trees have who carried off
fires were scat- love.
for the best milk, was The ashes of ancient
been left, the owners always congratu- medal at Chicago
"Echo—Echo Allen!" he murmured,
them off
lu
and
tered
cleaning
about,
Ια
was produced.
reply
late themselves, after a few years, but asked how it
fondly
ropeatlng the name. "No, not
man
discovthe
hearth
found
his
new
If la want of any kind of Finish for Inside οι where a clean sweep has been made, he wrote:
but Echo Lane, for Dick
Echo
Allen,
Lutu
l*lne
naof
a
orders.
old
In
what
seuil
Outside work,
dairy- ered a potsherd, apparently
your
"I did nothing but
any
self congratulations have not been in orber and Sblnx.es on hand Cheap for Cash.
old farm. I had tive olla or water Jar, and a chipped Lane has redeemed bis promise and
der, and never will be. I have in mind a man can do on any
returns to claim you as his Own."
ventilated stables;
20 acre lot which, ten years ago, was young cows, clean,
fragment of flint too small to indicate
As he gazed upon the shimmering
and Job Work cut down to ten inches and was an a in kept them clean; fed corn and cob meal, whether it bad formed part of an Inand other bay;
beat waves which distorted and dissold this wiuter for $800. Now, how gluten and bran, clover
or had dropped from
arrowhead
dian
the cows would eat;
M atched Ptne Sheathing for Sale.
much could it have been sold for if all the good silage
placed the objeoj* within and beneath
an old flintlock musket
used common decency in handling milk;
horsemen suddenly
every pine had been cut that could saw
tne
observed
strike!"
pros- them a group of
"Lucky
udders with a damp
£. W. CHANDLER,
and as
three feet at the tiret cut ten years be- wiped the cows'
"I was down to my last appeared to him In the distance
milked dry pector.
and
before
cloth
milking
fore?
Maim·
....
West Sumner.
and cooled the match." And, gathering some mes· suddeuly vanished In thin air.
An owner of land need not despair be- banded into clean pails
no more difficult than
"Rurales!" ejaculated Lane. "I wonquite brush for fuel and rubbing a dead
cause there may be little or no growth, milk right away;
writing articles for farm papers and did branch Into tinder, he drew out a ier If they are chasing Apaches. That
or that he is advanced in years and not
brains."
of
time to wait for wood or logs to mature. not require any more
knife and, rapidly and repeatedly Infernal mirage gives you do Idea
When a man after this says premium
Lands that can be planted to trees or
the back of Its blade with the distance or direction. If the red devils
striking
made in a nickel plated
and slipthat have seed trees on them will, with milk can only be
flint, produced a stream of sparks, have got away from Crook
barn, with gold plated cows, milkers in
the ped by these greaser raugers over the
proper care and fire protection, very
suits and sterilized appa- which fell on the tinder. Blowing
duck
white
on
has
land
the
that
value,
soon prove
sure be making straight
them go to Friend Bailey's while, he started a flame. When the border, they'll
account of the prospective growth. Had ratus, let
buiit one hundred years ago, with Are was ready the man shook hie can- for the (,'bosi rauge aud by this very
owners who had such land», even 20 barn,
"Precious little drink left." he trail. If so, I'm ul the best place on It
its frame of 18-inch square hewed tim- teen.
for
years ago, thought of and understood
see common sense displayed
"I wish that potsherd carried to meet thcin, and bore I stay till the
said.
as we should and ought to bers, and
matter
the
w ben you are troubled with your
for orTurning to the red
far differ- everywhere, a sort of a "millions
be
as the flint chip does Are. How- coast 13 clear."
would
water
tbe
result
done
have
examined
Have
eye·.
your eyes
der, but not a cent for display" look, ever, there's lots of cactus around Cross on the rock, be reflected, "Perby DR. PARMIOTER,
ent from what it is to-day.
will tell why the medal
I herewith hand you some white pine and a glance
OpUclaa and Mp«cl*lli(
here, and they're natural water Jars. haps. after all. It's a case of 'Nebo's
"
Come here. Consult me.
blocks, showing how the butt-log in- came to Ohio.
My knife may get me a drink out of lonely raouutaln.'
Maine.
attention
call
and
creases each year
Norway,
your
as kindle
as
well
thorns
the
desert's
had
Lane
hardly reached this conclut»KT TUS SHUR-ON.
not to the one that shows tbe largest
Agriculture the Mainspring.
A fire from Its stones. And right here's sion before he found It Jtestlfled by the
the
sawed
from
but
top
medium,
growth
The following thoughts taken from an my watermelon, the blsnaga. the first slglit of a mounted Apache in the reend of a 12-foot log 22 years old. When
made by Hon. N. J. Bachelder, one I've found In months!" be exclaim- galia of war emerging from a hidden
17 years old it would make one board address
National Orange, are well ed.
with one and one-half feet, then in the Master of
going over to the edge of the cliff, dip In the trail WJow the fortification.
the level of which peered the Lane dropped behind the* parapet, evinext five years it has gained to such an worth reading:
above
Watch15 years expert
Agrioulture produces things. The fat head of α cactus covered with dently before he was observed, as the
extent that three boards can be sawed
maker with
intelligent efforts of the husbandman
alive that will scale 11 feet.
barbed like a fish- steadily Increasing number and loudthe elements of the atmos- spines that were
Kennard & Co , Boston.
Can the owuers afford to cut It? If it combine
Its short taproot was fixed In ness of the bdof beat* on the rocky
and with the elements of the soil, hook.
the
for
phere
same
the
with
growth
continues
neither of which have a marketable a crevice u few feet below the para- trail indicated to the listener.
next ten years that it has for the last
All Work
value in their original form, bring crops pet
feet
Lying on the edge of the cliff,
1-2
Crawling back to his horse and bur78
scale
will
by
the
butt-log
five,
into existence, and add to the real tho man sliced off the top of the car- ro, he made them lie down against th#
Guaranteed.
the scale rule and overrun the scale, if
The elements of ta a and twgau
of the world.
Jabbing Into Its interior, upper wall and picketed them with
sawed
alive, that is, through and property
the clihave an- the soil were as abundant, and
tho fibrous walls of tho short
lengths of roi>e to the ground, for
A lit4le out of the way through, not edged. We nowtree which matic conditions as favorable, when this breaking down
in the center of the
water cells, of which the top heavy
other
that danger could come
foresaw
he
log
and
walk.
was inhabited by savages
but it pays to
is a new log, as a new top has grown to country
is almost entirely composed. In
from the mountain side. Taking
only
bison roamed over the fields at will, plant
the
so
before,
ten
the
of
years
offset the one
be arose.
his Winchester, he returned to the parOEMS, WATCHES. CLOCKS the new log can be added to the increase as they are at the present time. When α few moments
"Now I can empty my canteen In the apet and. half seated, half reclinlne
the farms of the country yield abundant
AND JEWELKY.
made on the butt-log. The time to cut
abandoned forges are kindled coffeepot, sure of a fresh supply of behind It. opened flre on the unsuspectthis tree is when ripe or crowding other crops,
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
manufacturers are unable to fill water by the time I am ready to ing Apaches. The leader, shot through
trees so as to lose more than it will gain anew,
and transportation facilities be- mosey along."
the head, fell from bia horse, which
itself. Forestry men don't seem to orders,
come clogged.
Agriculture furnishes
lie tilled the pot. set it ou the fire reared and backed wildly down the
*gree about thinning and trimming.
sub- the mainspring of industrial activity.
lu J then pressed the ancorked and
trail. Other bullets must have found
They will think nearer alike on that
later. Trees must have light and
empty canteen down into the macer their billets also, but because of the
ject
™e
ms
and
of
seed
on
account
and
to
room to grow
produoe
The Federal quarantine
uteJ interior of the blsnaga.
confusion which ensued among the Inthe foot-and-mouth disease has been enrapid growth of wood.
While his coffee was boiling the pros- dians the prospector was unable to
Old men and middle aged men ought tirely removed from Michigan and Maryof
pector continued his examination
tell how many of them he had put out
WITH
to practice forestry not only for profit land, no cases having been found since
the fortification, beginning, in the man- of action.
In a flash every rider
to themselves but as an example to early in December. The quarantine on
with the more minute bad
man just coming certain
of New Tork and Penn- ner of his kind,
leaped off bis horse and, protectyoung men. A young
portions
to
covers
on the stage of action is in a hurry
sylvania remains in effect, butin which •ilgjii" and ending with what to a ing himself by Its body, was scramto
the particular townships
cut, not to raise trees. If he happens
xmrlst would have been the first and
bling with his mount to the protecting
only
lands
with oercome into possession of timber
the disease existed, together
declivity in the rear. The prospector
wily subject of observation—the view
learn
he
Live-stock,
to
may
cut,
not large enough
tain adjoining townships.
!>n the luner side of the large bowh'er was sorely tempted to pump bia carhow fast tree· grow by watching and hides, skins, hoofs, etc., may be moved
the fuint onl- tridges Into the group as It poured
It would be interstate from the quarantined por- a the wall be discerned
AMD ALL THROAT A*D
to
Tenture
I
say
waiting.
back over the rim of the hollow, but
ine of a cross painted with red ochcr.
better to give a boy good, thrifty pine tions of New York and Pennsylvania,
flnAUAHTwn
with his pick beneath th* he desisted from the useless slaughter
It might stay however, with the permission of tbe U.
8crapiug
than
money.
growths
M
OB, XOYIT MfUNimX
of horsee aloue, knowing that be could
rock to see If the emblem was the slgu
with him longer and increase in scale S. Department of Agriculture.
>f hidden treasure or relic, be unearth be attacked only on foot and that every
and value. I consider this question of
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We Do all Kinda of.
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to
it could strike
our pine lands right, so as
careKeep tbe mare quiet and feed she id a rattlesnake. Before
oae of the most
sent
income,
steady
for a week or ten day·, when
gives
: nth a quick fling of bis tool be
fully
considered
by
for
important questions to be
the reptile whirling high In the air tomay be turned in pasture—but only
of
the senators and representatives
a short time at first.—Farm Journal.
inri tfae precipice. But from the clump
southwestern Maine. It Menas to me M

handling

too
men. for ammunition Is
with them for use In gun practice, so they won't fire till they've got
me dead to rights. Let me see. There's
about a dozen left In the party, and 1
have fifteen cartridges. That's three in
reserve for my own outfit If some of
the others fall to get their men. Those
red devils enjoy skinning an animal
alive as much as torturing a man, and
you cun bet they won't save me any
bullets by shooting Nance and Jinny."
Reasoning that the Indians would
not dare to attack by way of the open
trail in front and that it would take
some time for them to make the detour uecessary to approach him from
above, siucf they would have to leave
their ponies below and climb on hands
and knees over jutting ledges and
around broken granite blocks, Lane
coolly proceeded to drink his coffee
and eat his lunch of hard bread and
cold bacou rind. After he bad finished
he gave a lump of sugar to each of his
animals and pressed his cheek with an
affectionate hug against the side of his
horse's head.
"Old girl," he said, "I'm sorry we
can't lake a parting drink, for I'm
afraid neither of us will reach our
But you can count
next water hole.
on me that the red devils won't get
whit»

scarce

Qr°wl"?

tra£t8 t^

££ERRICK

tliey c&D go on," he ruminated. "An
Apache Is β good deal of a coward
when he's fighting for pleasure, but
Just corner him, and, great snakes and
split In' wildcats, what · game he does
put up! I must save my cartridges, for
one thing's «ure—they won't waste any
of theirs. They're uot as good shots us

most of them belong to the city;
interest in the country. Some
of them may have the miataken idea
that it does not concern them personally. A scarcity of lumber is felt more in
the city than in the country, as that is
where the most lumber is used. It has
seemed to me and does now that this
subject does not receive the attention
from our law makers that it deserves or
the merits of the case demand.
no

c Mor. Interest In Breeders' Associations.
«are
16, 19W )
forestry committee, March
The first Co-operative Breeders* AssoDentist,
There ««m '»
ciation to be organized in Maine under
MAINS.
cussion at the Ρ"®®0*
NORWAY,
the plan proposed by the Department of
Τ
0f 0ur
0®ce Hoar»—9 to 13—1 to 4.
Agriculture was formed at Corinna,
March 22, under the name of "Sebasti..d
cook Valley Holstein Breeders' Associar. SMITH,
h «Ian controls oar waterways
tion" with Mr. C. L. Jones of Corinna, a
There are three kinds or grades, well known and successful breeder of
Uke.
Attorney at Law,
if you please, of forestry talk
Holsteins, as its president, and Mr. 6. O.
MAIN·.
NORWAY,
needed
Nation and state come first, Griunell as its
secretary.
Collection* a Specialty. then owners of large
Home Block.
private
The call for this meeting was issued
lands, and last, but not le«t the owners by Mr. Jones who was made its chairof small pieces, of
A PARK.
man.
lands and other lands that this same
Mr. Leon S. Merrill, representing the
at
Law,
Attorneys
class
owners own, that ought to grow Maine
Department of Agriculture, preMAINE.
BETHEL,
sented the advantages attending cohow
to
''ark
discuss
to
C.
Ellery
Addleon E. Herrlck.
attempt
operative effort in the breeding of do"
manage timber lands on
mestic animals and the plan of the dethe class of men who own bem have
partment for carrying on the work,
&
J. H.
learned a few things for
which met with the enthusiastic support
within a few years, and some of them of those
present and a unanimous vote
CIVIL ENÛINEER5 AND SURVEYORS,
Me on the right track.
to organize an association followed.
33 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
ers are generally quite ga
>
Beside the officers named above others
Telephone 111-12.
them- were elected as follows:
an.l quit, capable of
more
learn
selves, but can or ought to
Treasurer— Β. M. Atkins, Dexter.
Map· and Plana made to order.
Vice-President for Ulpley—C. K. Tripp.
\l.»pe of the tlmberlande an«l pocket maps of
Vice-President for Exeter—G. G. Grlnnell.
the
to
how
manage
Ufa for sale.
Vice-President for St. Albans—C. H. Brawn.
Pu&llehere of the At'.aa of Maine.)
Vice-President for Newport—S. P. Ireland.
rill before
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of his slender store of cartridges
must find u buinau mark If fee would
return to the States alive. "They've
got to put me out of business before
one

the cover tie bad almost safely at·
talued.
Crack, and an eagle feather
ta the bead of the fourth Indian shot
at wne cut off at the stem and fell forward on the rock behind which Its
wearer had dropped Just In time to
Bave bis life. There was an answering
volley from the rifles of the remaining
Apaches, which was directed against
the lookout of loose stones from which
the prospector's Are had come. One of

back arralnst It with the dead horse's
searched
through
McKee
bridle.
Lane's pockets until he found a match.
"I^ast one, hey? Kinder 'propriate.
Las' drink from the old canteen, las
ca'trldge, Ins' look at the ecenery
Oh. time's
las' will an* testyment.
precious, but I'll spare you enough to
map out In yer mind Jes' where them
claims Is locnlcd. The rurales
be along fer an hour yet If they hain't

congratulated

on." he said. He then kindled a fire on
the stone, beueath which. If he but
knew It. lay the treasure he sought.
Ho returned with η burning brand to
the captive. For the first time he observed the final;? impaled on the sahnaro, writhing still, but feebly. "Hello,
ole' rattler!" he exclaimed. "Here's
■omethln' to stir you up." And he toss
ed the brand upou the top of the cac-

to

the bullets penetrated the opening and
plowed a furrow through Lane's scalp
toppling him to bia knees. He scram·
bled quickly to bis feet and, haatlly
pressing his long hair back from bis
forehead to stanch the bleeding wound,
sought tbc protection of lb· middle

lookout.

He

hlmaali.

"Lucky for me they didn't follow the
flrst rush immediately with a second.
Now I know to wait for their signal.
Six and possibly seven of them are
left, and tbey will storm my worka In
two more attempts. Here they cornel"
The call again sounded. BIx Apaches
leaped forward, and from the rock that

concealed the wounded warrior a shot
rang out iu advance of the flrst discharge from Lane's Winchester. The
Indian's bullet scored the top of the
turret and filled the eyes of the man

behind It with powdered stone.

The

you."
Then, going to hlsjmck, he undid It

and took out a double handful of yellow nuggets and α number of canvas
bags. These he deposited In the pothole and, prying up the flat stone of
the fireplace, laid it over them and
covered the stone with embers.
"It's a ten to one ebot that they finish me," he reflected, "but the wages
I've paid for by α year of hard work
and absence from her side stay Just
as near Echo Allen as I can bring

them alive and. If there's any truth In
whnt they say about spirits disclosing
in dreams the place of burled treasure, with the chance of my getting
them to her after I am dead."
Taking the useless bowlders from
the edge of the cliff, but carefully, so
as not to expose himself to the flre of
the Apaches, he piled them on top of
the upper wall In such a fashion as to
form little turrets. He left an opening In each, through which he could
observe In turn each point of the com'|ms3 whence danger might be expected ami could flre his Winchester withThen he began
out exposing himself.
going from post to post on α continuous round of self Imposed sentinel
duty. "If I could only climb the sahuaro." he thought, "and fly ray red
shirt ns a flag to let the rurale.; know
I've flanked the enemy. It might hurry them along In time to put « crimp
in these devils before thev cet me

But It'll tave to be "hold the fort'
without nu y Oh. say can you seel'
business. Anyhow. I'm flying the ruttlesuake flag of Bunker 11111. 'Don't
Whether the rurales
tread on me!'
see ll or not. I've saved their hides.
If the Apaches had got to this fort
first, ge»\ how they would have crum-

pled

up

the greasers

as

they

came

along the trail!"
Rendered thirsty by his exertions.'

Lane remembered the canteen In the
bisnaga. which he hud forgotten anion.'
his other preparations for defense, lie
cautiously reached his hand over the

ledge and secured the precious vessel,
but as he was withdrawing it. plug,
came a bullet through the canteen,
knocking it out of his baud! As it fell
clattering down the side of the ledge

"Good shooting! They've
probably left their best marksmau below with the ponies. No hope for escape on that side. Well, there's some
consolation In the thought that they II
undoubtedly finish mu before I get too
thirsty. Ulad it wasn't my hand."
he

groaned:

Although the period he spent waiting for the attack was less thau an
hour by his watch. II seemed to Lane
so long that lie had holies that the
rurales would appear In time
Ills spirits rose with the
him.
prospect. looking about him at I tie
walls, the Lreplace and the red cross
he reflected, "1 am uot the tirst 111:1 ti.
or eveu the flrst white man. that has
withstood an attack In this place.
In Imagination he constructed the history of the fort. Here, in ages remote, a tribe of Indians, defeated aud
driven to the mountains, had constructed an outpost agalust their enemies of the plalu. but these had captured the stronghold and fortltied It
agalust Its former occupants. Later a
band of Spanish gold seekers had
made a stand here against natives
to

res-

cue

whom they bad roused ugalnst them
by oppression. Or, perhaps, as hull
cated by the cross, It had afforded refuge to the mission fathers, those he

role souls who had faced the horrors
of the Inferno-Uke desert In tbolr
saintly efforts to convert Its fiendish
Inhabitants.
Kr

n,uU

otinro

benslons Lane looked at the rattlesnake upon the sabuaro, whose struggles by this time had diminished to n
feeble movement of the tall.
"1
•Toor old rattler!" he thought.

wish 1 could spare a cartridge to put
you out of your misery."
Àt length as Lane peered up the
mountain side be saw a brush on α
ledge a' little to the left of the trail
quiver as If stirred by a passing
Ile aimed his Winbreath of wlud.
chester through α crack In the wall
at the spot, nud when α moment later
an Apache rose up from the ground
and leaped toward the shelter of a

rock below Lane (ired, and the savnge
fell crumpling.- Like an echo of the
explosion α ritle on the right spoke,
and a bullet struck the rock by Lane's
lie marked the spot whence
head,
Ute shot came and quickly ran to another part of the wall. From here he

of an Indian's thigh exthe side of the bowlder he
bad noted. Crack went Lane's Winchester. The leg was suddenly withdrawn, aud at the same moment a
head appeared on the other side of the
rock, as If the Indian bad stretched
himself out Involuntary. Crack again,
and Lane had got his inau.
"Two shots to au Indian 1s expensive," thought tho prospector; "otherwise this game of tlp-jacit would be
saw

the

edge

the

Indians

fell

dead

In

tnldcareer.

Craçk, and. a third crawled, wounded,

hain't decent fer a man to die with 'em

tus.

Taking another burning stick from
the Are, he applied It to the soles of his
victim's feet. Lime writhcil and groaned under the excruciating torture, but
uttered no word or cry. McKee brought
ether brauds and began piling tbeui
about his captive's feet.
In the meantime the sahonro bad

caught fire at the top and was burning
down through the Interior. A tlilu col
unin of smoke rose straight above It
In the still air. The rurales In the val
Icy below, who bad reached the begin
nlng of the ascending trail and were
on the point of giving up the pursuit,
saw the smoke and inferred that the
Apaches, either through overconfideuee
or because of their supei'f.tltlous fear
of the mountains, which they supposed
Inhabited by spirits, had camped 011
the edge of the vaiiey and were signal
Ing to their other party. According!?
the Mexicans renewed the chase with
Increased vigor.
As McKee bent over his captive's
feet, piling against them the burning
ends of the sticks, the rattlesnake on
the sa'iuaro, Incited by the tire above,
struggled fret» frn:n the Impaling
thorns by a desperate effort aud dropped on the back of the half breed It

The house was only on·
the land.
story In height. The rooms and outbuilding sprawled over a wide ·χΡΛ°"
of ground. The walls were of nativ·
stone and adobe clay. Over them clam,
In front of the
bered grapevines.

P'^ted

a garhome Mrs. Allen had
A 'dobe wall cut off the house
den.
from the corral and the bunk house.
A heavy girder spanned the aietance from the low roof to the top
of the barrier. Latticework supportin" η grapevine formed, with a glr er,
a gateway through which one could
catch from the piazza a view of a

struck Its fangs Into his neck. McKee.
up with an energy that s·;.ι
terod the sticks he v.»M piling, tore th>
reptile loose, hurled it upon ti. ground
niul stamped It Into the earth. 1 lieu
he picked up one of the brands and
Palms and
second cultivated plot.
with it cauterized the wound. All the
cactuses added color and life
while he was cursli'i: volubly -the flowering
Through the
<r the near prospect.
snake, himself and e\e;i Pick I.'inc.
a glimpse of the Tortilla mounwho was now lying lu a dead faint
tains, forty miles away, held the «·.
caused by the torture.
The Sweetwater. Its path across h·
i.r
"Curse such a prospector! Not a
|>
outlined by the trees fringing
I'd slit lii- plains
of whisky In his outfit!
i,s
banks, flowed past the ranch. ï u*
tongue fer blni if he wasn t nlrca·!.·
ca palms and sahuaros threw a scanty
done fer. I must keep movhi'. movki'
shade over the garden.
or I'm a dead man.
1 inu.;t hurtle
Shortly after the arrival of the Alalong to the mouuiuius, Icadiu ··!.· len:. h. Arizona they were blessed
horse. Up there I'll tind yarbs to cu:v
with a d.imrhter. the nrst white child
snake bite that my Cherokee grand
born In that region. They waited for
mother allowed me. The rurales \iiii
η Protestant clergyman to come along
have to get the other ponies, but soi.it
before christening her. and as such
day I'll come back aiu-r Lane s cache.' visits were few and far between tbo
A half hour later the Mexican guar .ί
child was beginning to talk before be
appeared upon the scetie and nul» mud received a name. Irora « cunn,oi
Laue's unconscious form froui the sa
habit She had of repeating he last
huaro. which the lire had consumed to words of
questions put to her 1er
within a foot of his bowed head. 'ihe;.
father provisionally dubbed her
deluged his face and hark anu b;ita«M
when the preacher came,
his tortured feet with the eonteuts of he ln-1· ted
upon her retaining.
hlui
back
their canteens and brought
As Echo grew older. In order that
to life, but, alas, not to reason.
she might bftve a companion. Colonel
Six months later there limped out of
Mien went to Kentucky and I ron ht
Chihuahua hospital a discharged pav ho
k with him a little orphau
tient. wry necked, crook backed, wi h wn a di: taut relative of his wife
drawn feat tires aud hair an 1 beaut
Poiiv Hope Iter name was. and Ρ· Τ
streaked with gray, it was Dl k Lane Hone she Insisted on remaining, also
restored to his old physical strength,
though the Aliens would gladly ha\·
far as the distortion of his spi n·
caused by his torture permitted, a :.l
trained the girls in all
to the full possession of his mental the on ft of the
plains Just as if they
faculties, lie mounted one of the cap
He taught
were boys.
tured ponies and rode off with the astride to shoot, to rope cattle.
1 hey
proceeds of the sales of the others In accompanied him everywhere he went,
his pocket to purchase provisions for η
the side of
on brom ho.

Trbor

The lender, shot through the head, fell
from hih hone.
prospector, already dazed by uis wound,
fired wildly and missed Ills mark.
Quickly recovering himself, he tired
again and again, severely wounding
two Apaches. These lay clawing the
ground within tneuty yards of the
The four remaining Indians
wall.
were safely concealed at the same distance. protected 110 less by the fortification than by the loose bowlders behind which they crouched for the final
spring. Lane realized the fact that his
next shots to be effective must be at
a downward angle and to fire them he
must expose himself.
"This Is my finish." he thought to
"Hotter be killed lustantly
himself
I hope all four will
than tortured.
hit me
«ïoodby. Jlnny**-<nick went
«Tack
"Good by. Nance"
his rifle.
—

again.

At the two shots, surmising that the
prospector had shot himself and his
horse. the Apaches did not wait for
the signal, but sprang forward and
climbed upon the wall before Ijine
Two of
had had time to mount It.
them he shot as they leaped down
As he reversed
within the lnclosure
his Winchester to kill himself with
the Inst cartridge he noted that the two
remaining Apaches had dropped their
rifles and were leaping upon him to
take him alive. lie brought his clubbed weapon down upon the head of
At
one of them, crushing .his skull.
the same Instant Lane was borne to
the ground by the other· Apache, who.

EL„,
i>ai

that direction, and the combatauts
rolled over and over to the very edge
of the cliff, where the Indian, for the
first time realizing that the prospector's purpose was to hurl both of them
to destruction, loosened his hold upon
the prospector's throat that he might
use his hands to brace himself against
the otherwise Inevitable plunge into
the valley below. In an Instant Lane's
hands were at the Indian's throat,
and In nnother turn he was uppermost
and kneeling upon his foe at the very

vergé of the precipice.
Both combatants wore now thoroughly exhausted. Lane concentrated
all his remaining strength In throttling
But Just as the tense
the savage.
form beneath him grew lax with evident unconsciousness and the bead
fell limply back, extending over the
edge of the cliff, his own head was
jerked violently backward by a noose
cast around his lacerated neck.
Wben iAne recovered consciousness
he found himself lying on his back,
bound band and foot by a lariat and
looking up Into a grinning face thai

he recognized.
"Buck McKee!" he gasped. "This is
certainly white of you considering the
circumstances of our last meeting.
Did you come with the rurales?"
"No; I come ahead uv 'em! In fact,
Dick Lane, you air Jes' a leetle bit off
In yer ldees about which party I belong to. When you cussed me fer a
thievln' half breed an' run me off the

range an' tole me to go to the Injuns,
whar I belonged. I tuk yer advice.
I'm what you might call the rear
guard uv the outfit yon've Jes* been
bavin' yer shootln' match with—or I
wuz the rear guard, fer you've wiped
out the whole battalion, so fer as 1
Served 'em right fer detallln'
can see.
me, the only decent shooter In the

egade dragged

Ills

helpless captive

op
to the thorny sabtwro and bound hi»

^rl

"Snellen

"Jjjj

return to

by
cantering
his Kentucky thoroughbred.

his prospect!mr.

dark eyed, black haired Echo always
rode upon the off side and saucy I:
with golden curls. I, Aie eyes and
tilted nose, upon the near. The
Confederate soldier dubbed them in
military style his
wines" As the three would make a

olij.

^P

seizing til ni by Ihc throat, began
throttling him Into Insensibility. In
desperation Lane bethought himself of
the cliff and by a mighty effort whirled
over upou his captor toward the precipice. The ground sloped slightly In

"Stubborn, bey? Well, we'll try a
the time of the rush hé waa otherwise
renCrack, crack, and two of little Tache persuadln'." And the

occupied.

turned back after our other party."
McKee pulled off Lane's boots. "It

springing

bunch, to watch the horses ! got one
ehot In as it wuz. Well, as the last η ν
the outfit I own a string of ten ponies
All I need now to set up in business
Is to have some prospector who hain't
long to live leave me his leetle pile uv
dust an' nuggets an' the claims he's
You
located back lc the mountains.
look a leetle mite like the man. It'll
save valllble time If you make yer
dear friend Buck McKee administrator
uv yer estate without too much pervery interesting."
You had some objection
There was a cry In the Apache snadln'.
sllttln* a calfs tongue.
tongue, and suddenly nine half naked oncet to my
be scared Jes* yet
bodies arose from behind rocks and Well, you ueedn't
do to you.
bushes extending in an irregular cres- That's the last thing I'll
I know
cnche?
cent above the fort and rushed for- Come, whar's yer
I foun'
ward ten, fifteen and even twenty you've get oue hereabouts, fer
uv the dust in yer pack."
yards to the next cover. Lane did not signs
Lane set his teeth In a firm resolucount number or distance at the time,
The taunts
but he figured these out in his next tion not to Ray a word.
of his enptor were harder to bear In
from
the
of
photograph
waiting
period
flashed on his subconscious mind. At silence than the prospects of torture.

posed by

won|t

the slitting of the tongues of young
calves so that these would be unable
nd as a result be
to feed properly
disowned by their met hers, whereupon
the Lazy Κ outfit would «lap Its brand
on theui as mavericks.
Allen was a Kentucktan who had
served In the Confederate army as one
of Morgan^! raMers and so had received by popular brevet the title of
colonel. At the ch.se of the war he
had come to Arizona with bis young
wife Josephine, and had founded a
He was
home on the Sweetwater
now one of the cattle barons of the
great southwest.
Prosperity had not
spoiled him. Careless In his attire,
conllal lu his maimer, he was a man
who whs loved and respected by his
men from the newest tenderfoot to the
Mis wire,
vet em η of the bunk house.
however, was not so highly regarded,
for she had never been able to recognize cha-.'ge* in Una· or location and so
was iri perpetual conflict with her enShe attempted to make the
vironment
free ami independent cowboys of^he
Vrlzona plains "staud around" like the
house sen-ants of the Kentucky blue
grass and she perslsteJ In the effort
to manage her husband by the fernInlne artifice of weeping. In the days
of her youth and beauty this had been
very effective, but now that thee· had
passed It was productive only of good
humored raillery from him and mirth
from the bystanders.
"No wonder Jim has the finest ranch
In Arlzony," the cowboys were wont
to say. "with Josephine a irrigatln l«
all the time."
Allen Hacienda was certainly
garden spot In that desert country.
The buying was of the old Mexican
style, an architecture found by eenfuries of experience to be suited best
to the climate and the materials of

raid- upon Florence, the county town,
the Inhabitants did not need to look
out of doors to ascertain who were
coming, for the merriment of the lltUe
Here
girls gave sufiicient indication.
comes Jim Allen rldln' lite the destroyln' angel." said young Sheriff
I
Hoover on one of these oo-aslous.
of his
know htm by the rustllu
•wings.'

Lane wrllhcd and groaned.
Before pltiii^iu^ Into the wilderness
he wrote a loiter:
Chihuahua. Mexico.
Mr
John
Pnvson. Sweetwater Ranch.
Florence. Ariz.. U. 8. Α.:

Dear Jack- Î have been sick and out of
head In the hospital her»* for the lue»
six months. Just about the time you all
were expecting me home I had a run in
with the Apaches. And who do you think
Buck McKee, the half
was with them?
breed that I ran off the ran^e two years
*K<> for tonguo flitting. After ! had done
for all the rest he *ot me. and—well, the
story's too Ion# to write. 1 rather think
McKee has made off with the jcold I had
I'm goln*
cached just before the fljjht.
back to sep, and If ho did I'll hustle
around to find a buyer for one of my
claims. I don't want to sell my bip mine,
Hut
I toil you I struck It rich!
Jack.
that etory can wait till I net back. Your
loan can't, though, ko expect to receive
Î3.000 by expiera &o;oe time before 1 put
1 hope you got the
In an appearance.
mortgage renewed at the end of tho year.
If my failure to show up then has can d
you trouble, you'll forgive me. old fellow.
I'll
I
know, under the circumstances.
I owe you everymake It up to you.
ever
thing. You're the I,est friend a man
had. That's why I'm writing to you Instead of to L"n< ie Jl:n. for 1 want you to
Just
do me another friendly service.
break It gently to ICcho Allen that I'm
dam·
alive an«I well, though pretty badly
aged by that renegade McKee. and tell
her that It wasn't my fault I wasn't home
on the day I promised. She'll forgive me.
I know, and be patient awhile longer.
It's all for her sake I'm staying away.
Your old
Give her the letter I Inclose.
DICK LANE.
mv

bunkie,

JIM

CHAPTER 1L

ALLEN was the sole owner
and proprietor of Allen IluoieuIlls ranch, the Bar One,
da.
stretched for miles up und down

iiouuded ou
the Sweetwater valley.
the east and west by the foothills, the
tract was oue of the garden spots of
Arizona. Southward lay the Sweetwater ranch, owned by Ja<k Payeon.
Northward was the home ran-'h of the
Lazy K, an Ishinnolltish outflt. ever
war with the other settlors In
at
petty

It wns a miscellaneous
the district.
and constantly changing crowd reerulted from rustlers fr;mi Wyoming, gamblers from California, half breed outlaws from the Indian Territory—In
short, "bad men" from every section
of the western country. They had a

special grudge agalnet Allen and Pay-

ion, whom they held to be accountable
for the sudden dlsapiiearance about ο
year before of their leuder, Buck McKee, a half breed from the Cherokee
strip. However, uo other leader bad
arisen equal to that masterful spirit,
and their enmity e:;pree.«eJ Itself only
in s:ifh petty

depredatlous

as

chang-

stray catMc from the
Bar Oue aud Sweetwater ranches and

ing brands

on

"
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Fraternity Pins.
Fro tern it y (tins are seldom lost, and
when they do disappear they often
turn up α pain sometimes years afterward. In the most out of the way
pinces As they always bear the own-

er's name and chapter engruved on
the hack It Is not η difficult matter to
One "old grad" who lost
return them.
his pin shortly after lie left coile-^
and bought another now has two. t'it
original emblem having been renin..d
A "brother"
In a singular manner
had obseft-ed the familiar token re
posing upon the bandanna of ihi old
colored mammy in a little town in Vlr
Upon questioning her Ii6
ginla.
learned that she had ccine by it "taking In washing." After much persuasion sho wus prevailed upon to surrender the trophy.- New York Poet.

Easily Satisfied.
A countryman who wag "doing London" weut to a concert ball and inquired tiie prices of seats.
"Front seats, 2 shillings; back, 1
shilling; programs, a penny," said the
attendant
"Oh, well, tbeu," the visitor remarked blandly, "I'll take a program
seat!"

Evils of Tobaeoo.
An Illustration of the evils resulting
from the use of tobacco is found in the
life of a Ceorgla man of eighty-two
he was
years who hus chewed since
eleven and Is now the fat lier of twenCut out tobacco,
ty-five 'children
young man. Clio (Ala.ι Free Frees.
Whet Ha Meant.
"It's fortunate that Professor Lungley has a cold tonight."
it It hadn't
"What do you mean?
been for the cold the professor would
bave euiig."

"Yes."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Badly Named.
There Is a mau in a midland town
whose name Is Burst. It Is a misfortune that would uot have attracted
much attention If he had not called hie
tw'o children Annie May and Ernest
Will.—liondon Scraps.

Good Luck.
Mr. Rugglns-A black cat came to
Mrs. Bug»ur back fence last night.
fins Did it brine you good inck? Mr.
I hit It
Bugglri»— That's what It did

the drst
Kecord.

tliue

I

flrcd

Philadelphia

BackfMd.
The fanerai of M lu Elite M. IrUh *u
held from the home of her parente, Mr.
lod Mrs. H. A. Irish, Monday afternoon
it one o'clock, Rev. F. M. Lamb offlclatlog. The esteem in which Miss Irish
was held was attested by the large attendance and the profusion of beautifnl
floral tribute·. She was a girl of each
iweetness of disposition, combined with
womanly grace of manner, that she was
greatly beloved by young and old alike.
Mrs. Chae. Tattle has been on an extended visit to relatives in Massachusetts.
The body of Mrs. Myrtilla R. Lacas
was brought here from Aabnrn and conveyed to West Samner for barial Toesday morning. Mrs. Lucas was seventynine years old and a member of the Baptist church here.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Shaw are with
Mr. Shaw's father, Wilson Shaw, and
will make their headquarters here during
the spring and summer.
Mr. Frank Warren will move back to
his farm in Hartford shortly.
Mr. George Hersey hat moved his
family from New Jersey and will occupy
the M. E. parsonage.
P. R. Jordan has vacated his rent in
the Ledge house and Arthur Jacobs of
Hartford has moved in. Mr. Jacobs is
at present employed by the Irish Bros.

Beth·!.
Wert Pert*·
Rev. Hannah Powell of Sangervlll· ooMr Edcw L. Wood and family hate
ΦχίονΑ
moved to Rumford where Mr. Woo
cupled the palpit of tbe Universallst
charoh lut Sunday.
ISS USD TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Tuesday, Mrs. W. A. Banting and
children were in Sonth Pari· and NorSECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
S07TH PARIS, MAINS, APR. 13, 1909.
mdtogtfce winter with her eon, Frank way.
Wednesday, Mr. Pnrlngton of Lewie·
R«ed will again work for F. ton Junction wu in Bethel to engage a
FORBES,
Parte H Ul.
Α Γ WOOD A
rent. Tbe transfer at the O. T. R. station will be made April 15.
Mttw· and Proprietor*.
First Baptist Church, Rev. θ. W. F. HU, pas- F»rm the oomlng
A large number of woodamen are aeen
tor.
Preaching erery Sunday at 10:45 A. u. vina Lennox ha· been enga^u
A. E. Foi bu.
Ucoauic V. Atwood.
service
12.
Sabbath
at
School
evening
Sunday
on our atreeta, and tbe lumbermen are
at
at 7:3t>.
Prayer Meeting Thurwlay evening
taking tbeir boraee from the wooda.
7 30.
covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
ÎUU —·1.50 a yea* If paid strictly In advance. the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. m.
Mr. Robert Clough ia very ill with
which *1»
meeting
Saturday
4
cent·.
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copiée
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited*
down pneumonia.
one before their hall will W
All legal advertisement·
Auviktiskmknts :
Tbe ohildren belonging to tbe Sabbath
Jarvis M. Thayer, who has been breedare given three connective Insertions for $1JO
Schoola have been buay rehearsing for
per inch In length of column. Special contracta ing White Plymouth Rock· for some
the Easter concerta. A fine programme
made with local, transient and yearly advertistime, ha· recently received a breeding
er·.
has been prepared by tbe Methodist and
and an extra cockerel from one wishes them good luck·
birds
of
pen
New type, faet pre*see, electric
Job Pmncrrae
The rent reeently vacated y B B Congregatlonallst Sabbath Schoola.
Mr. U. R. Fiehel of Hope, Ind. Mr.
power, experienced workmen and low price·
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason has closed her house
c
*n
combine to make this department of oar bus!· Fishel ie without doubt the largest and Holden ie being
the month of April.
for
d
Dexter
W.
at
once
sou complete aud popular.
way
by
beet breeder of White Rocks in the cupied
The dootors are buay as there is much
world. Mr. Thayer intende to go into
sickness.
and to breed
ESTABLISHED 1383.

gcraucrat,
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
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«MLS COPIES.
poultry quite extensively
as they are unSingle Copie· of the Democrat are four cent· this strain exclusively,
of
be
mailed
on
will
for beauty, egg production,
by
each. They
receipt price
surpassed
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons and a market fowl.
Jingle copie· of each ls.->ue have been placed on
Daniel Winslow has returned to Paris
•ale at the following place· In the County :
Hill after a visit of several weeks in New
ShurtlefT'» Drug Store.
South Part·."
p-otobl,
York.
Noyce' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'* Drug Store.
Mrs. George M. Atwood spent Easter
Postmaster.
Alfred
Cole,
r.ucklleld,
Sunday with relatives in Dixdeld.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Pari» Ulll,
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson returned from BosSamuel T. White.
West Parte,
ton last Tuesday and opened her home
here for the summer.
health until hie death
NKW ADVKBT1SKMENTS.
Ralph C. Cole is quite sick with pneumonia. A trained nurse from the Maine three weeks since.
a two
hoV*,ne »
Miss Annie Shank is having
Wrapper· and Shirt Waist Suits.
General Hospital is caring for him and
We Have a Very Complete Stock.
he is doing as well as could be expected
Blue Stores.
at this time.
Security

West Bethel.
"A dreamy hase of sunlight floats
Across the shining fields of snow.
And, rippling through the glory, flow
A few delicious, liquid notes.

Î,b2V.hUddS;it\i. h]m.

It 1» tbe first warm day of spring.
When tender breezes wander by;
And bluer than the soft blue sky
I see the bluebird's radiant wing/'

îlnïïï^n'falling

The Ba«e Ball Season.
Men's Suit·.
Eve Headache·.
Worthy of Confldence.
For Sale.
Wanted.
2 Petitions for Discharge.
Libel for Divorce.
Ian You See the Sturgts Law?
Notice of Bankruptcv
Spring and Summer Millinery.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Wanted.
Seed Potatoes for Sale.
Norta American Accident Insurance Co.

A

Cyclone,

Little

but

'Twill

Greenwood.

Nothing that has happened in connection with the recent session of the
legislature has caused such a storm as
that one of the last acts of the play,
when the Hastings bill, the effect of
which would be to make jail sentences
mandatory in convictions in liquor cases,
was passed by the legislature and vetoed
by Governor Fernald. The governor
hai received really indecent abuse from
some quarters, and some of his friends
have felt sadly grieved at bis action,
while others have stoutly asserted that
he is right. There are all sorts of opinions. It was declared during the debate
that the passage of the bill would be
political suicide for the Republican
party, and now it is also declared that
the veto means political suicide for
Governor Fernald.
The Hastings bill was passed by the
votes of two classes of legislators—one
class who, like the author of the bill.
Senator Hastings, an honest, consistent
supporter of temperance and prohibition,
regarded it as a measure which would
be of great help in the suppression of
the liquor traffic; and another class, including Pattangall and his followers,
who do not believe in the prohibitory
law, and voted for this bill because, as
some of them expressed it, they wanted
to make prohibition "more obnoxious
than ever,'' and saw a chance to play
politics.

The governor in his veto message bases
his action simply upon the general ground
that he does not believe in taking
away that discretion which the court has
to some extent in all criminal cases; and
this is certainly a sound reason, even
though some feel that the discretion has
in the past been abused. But there is
another and very practical consideration
which argues against the enactment of
the Hastings bill.
Calm and sane rejection and consideration of the matter may bring many people who now regret the governor's action
to see that after all it is not a concession
to the rum element, but that it is really
in the interest of general and thorough
enforcement.
That sturdy old temperance war horse,
Major Shorey of the Bridgton News,
whom no man ever accused of waveriug
in his support of prohibition, put the
thing in a nutshell when he said in bis
paper, just before the Hastings bill was
It vrtil be difficult to convince msuy of

our

good temperance people that the 11 Mtfag· Mil Is
Γη the Interest of nullltlcnllon, but It Is sun-ly so.
Not that wc have any objection to seeing the persistent ru'nsel'erln jail, but we realize, a jury
trial stands between the accuse·! and jail sentences, and failure to convict means allowing the
guilty to go scut free.
It is just as well to exercise a good deof common sense, aud face conitions, not theories. If the passage of
this bill would put every man behind
the bars who persists in selling liquor,
every true temperance man would welcome it.
But would it work that way?
Let us not be blind to things as they
exist.
It is only a few years since a new
county attorney in Camberland County,
starting out to make a thorough enforcement, had jury trials in what he considered two of his strongest liquor
cases, and failed to secure a conviction
in either, whereupon he "threw up his
head" and continued all the liquor cases
on
his docket, stating that he would
never again try a liquor case before a
Cumberland County jury. This is an
extreme illustration, but is it unreasonable to think that making jail sentences
mandatory wonld make it at least very
difficult to secure conviction of a liquor
seller in Cumberland County, or Andros-

Ïree

coggin,

perhaps

Kennebec,

or

or

Penobscot,

or

counties of the state?
Several things stand between the accused and his sentence. One is the county
attorney; another is the jury; and if
either of these is out of sympathy with
the law, or with the severity of the law,
or 'eels that the sentiment of the community is out of sympathy with it, that
fact can not but have a bearing upon the

result,

other

even

though

men are

normally

honest.
Better have a law which will be fairly
well enforced—and we have law enough
now, if it is enforced—than take the
chances, by increasing the severity of
the law, of getting it where enforcement
will be more difficult.
■ ici «

auu

Rather a poor time to move, yet
Ernest Brooks is doing so this week, and
p«.
a day or two ago he called at the Bennett
9:
place with a nice flock of poultry, most- office April
F. F. Foster.
ly pullets, and bound for his new home
Harney Perry.
He feels highly pleasat South Bethel.
L. A. York.
ed with his five months old boy, aod
.Joseph A. Putnam.
F.
L. 0*1way.
him
to
make
invitation
a
us
cordial
gave
Jennie ΐ· Nye, 2.
a visit when he and the roads got woll
Good will
settled and see him for ourself. And we
Tbe
intend to do so.
Wesley and Herbert Ring went to the
City Monday with their gasoline engiue
to saw fire wood, but they found it hard
work to get there on account of the traveling. There is a small crew shoveling
through the drifts, and they find it no
bove' play. One man cuts the top snow
into squares with an ax, while the othere
follow along and throw it out.
Canvassing for some kind of gonds is
khroush the winter ftt
a part of the employment of Delphon
Brooks and wife, and now they are away
Hall b»»e h«»n discontinued
from home delivering them to their
observed « .11 'be
patrons.
At tbe Metbodlet be»ideetbe
Erastus Bryant is very feeble this
spriog, having a bad rupture to contend
with, and has lately been prostrated
with the grippe. Mr. Bryant was one of
the ten children belonging to the late
Christopher Bryant, not counting the
'wo daughters of the second crop, only
five of whom are now living. He was
bom March 22, 1S23.
Another cloud of sadness passed over
us, this time by reading the death of
A'bion P. Bowker of Woodstock. We
had been intimately acquainted with I into church membership.
each other for more than 40 years, render- I dav school eervice there were «necial
speci.ii
bv some of the children.
ed more so, probably, by the proximity
weeks
the
Themen of West Parie Grange mot
of our ages, he being a few
own
oldest but born the same year, 1830. We this Monday an l began tearing
often compared notes when meeting
. dramatic entertaineach other, and for a few years past it
ha
was plain that time had selected him for ! ment in their own language at
its earliest victim. The last time we
saw Mr. Bowker was at the grove meeting lasc August. He said his health was some Americans included.
failing, and probably that was the last
STBARN9 HILL.
time he would attend a meeting there.
Mrs R II Gates and mother, Mrs. II.
And so it proved to be
I Ste.ro· ot Betbel, left Saturday t"'
Thanks to Slocum of East Sumner for
'
the two copies of Maine Woods and
Maine Sportsman, including The Advertiser, printed at Livermore Falls. We
had seen the former paper before but
never the latter.
They all contained in- Darr.
teresting matter, and especially so were
Bryant's Pond.
the letters from abroad.
Elmer Bowker returned to Hebron
Also to Mrs. M. W. E. of Rumford
will gradFalls for a post card containing the Academy Tuesday where ho
uate in June.
picture of St. Afchanasius' church. It is a
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wyman, who have
pretty building, and if there are those
visiting their daughter, Mrs.
the been
who do not exactly understand
to their homo in
meaning of that adjective they will find Hathaway, returned
Mass., Friday.
it
fully explained in Webster's big North Abington,
Herman Cole has sold tbe Benjamin
dictionary. That's what we did, and
in Sygotch to A. W. Davie.
as
now it looks
plain and simple as Davis farm Mrs.
Albert L. Bowker of
Mr. and
the
circle.
squaring
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Yes, the sap season is well nigh a West Pari*
were
failure thus far, but April is only about Stanley and Marguerite of Bethel
one-fourth gone, and it may be more guests of James L. Bowker and wife
Sunday.
favorable later on.
Two gentlemen from South Portland
East Sumner.
were in town Monday looking over the
"Sweet 1» the t'rne of spring when nature's Stephens property with the idea of buycharms appear."
ing it for a drug store.
M. E. Mersereau of Milton has moved
Beautiful spring poetry, but so far the
and
slush
into one of Edwin Andrews' rents and
"charms" are mostly of mud,
of
bacteria
will
be employed by Mr. Andrews in the
snowdrifts.
The
frequent
profanity is evident on the roads and it store and meat market.
Albert Ruse is building a piazza on the
is up hill work to write good Sunday
School essays, taking the streets for a front side of his house.
Alden Chase has returned to the
text. However, the "time of the singing
of birds has come" and soon all nature University of Maine, where he is to take
will be as happy as a gal bride and sweet a course in electrical engineering.
as a green sap yoke.
Locke's Mills.
Association
The Oxford Co.

"ïïîSEKSir*-»·!.

Pass.

passed :

Î'fSïïE^;
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By court decisions, it was years ago
established that liquors containing not

less than three per oent alcohol were to
be con«idered as intoxicatiug under our
prohibitory law. while those having less
than three per cent did not come under
the prohibition of the statute. The legislature this year undertook to remedy
that condition, and it was commonly
stated—and the Democrat so declared
last week—that it bad passed a law
making any liquor containing at least
one per cent of alcohol an intoxicating
liquor within the meaning of the statute
This statement, it seems, is not strictly
correct. Although the title of the act
would seem to indicate that it was a
question of percentage, in fact percentage is not mentioned in the act, which is
very short, and reads thus:

Alcoholic liquors which mar not be hMk
cept by payment of a revenue tax to the l'ntte<t
State* government are hereby <tec!are<l to be
Intoxicating liquors wlUxln the meaning of all
statute· of this state.

It would seem that this was plain
enough, and that it would put Uno beer
and all such weak subterfuges under the
ban; but it is now said that there is
some doubt about the matter, owing to
a technical difference of interpretation
of the United States statutes.

There was once, 'way back in Andrew
Jackson's time, a surplus h the treasury
of the United States—a surplus that
they didn't know what to do with,
enough to build three modern battles' dps, but they didn't know anything
about battleships in Andrew Jackson's
day. So they decided to distribute this
•arplus to the states, and it was accordingly dealt out to the twenty-six states
then comprising the Union, with the
proviso that it should be refunded at
any time that the government should
Some congressman who
call for It.
seems to be thirsting for fame has introduced a bill providing for a recall of
this money, and there are people who
really take the matter seriously, an d are
figuring out how much our taxes would
be increased In Maine if we had to pay
back that surplus. There needn't be
any worry abont that. The passage of
aucbabill would be more absurd than |
anything that oongress has done in many
a long year.
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"O little brook, how glad you are
To wander In tbe old, sweet way,
From wintry silence you awoke
Rut yesterday;
You wakened but to babble on,
Remembering the drowsy tune
With which you charmed the summer
Last year In June."

Mr. R. C. Thomes is making repairs
ind Improvements in the building occupied by Mrs. Harlow. A large window
will be put in the store and the rent upstairs will be enlarged.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Clement and
family are with Mrs. Clement's parents.
Mr. Clement will return to his work in
Bridgton and Mrs. Clement will remain
for a while.

day,

Robins and bluebirds have come.
Sleds and sleighe are still used here.
Mrs. Geo. A. Grover is in very poor
health.
Teams are still passing over snowdrifts from six to eight feet deep.
Martin Whitney, who has been visiting
in Sebago, returned to W. A. Farwell's

Oxford.
The store of Durell A Hawkes has
been sold to George B. Turner, who will
open it after taking account of stock.
Wilfred Perkins has bought the land
on which the bakery is built, of Durell &

last week.
Hawkes.
Tbe winter road machine was used on
Mrs. Angelia Harris, a native and
the highway of West Bethel Flat Tues- former resident, died at the home of her
son in South Portland, April 5.
day.
Daniel Morrill was in this village last
Born, March 29, to the wife of Perrian
Tuesday, after being confined to his Daniels, a daughter.
home by illness for six montbe.
E. R. Briggs was recently visited by
his cousin, Joseph Ilenry Briggs, of
New Gloucester, who is working in a
portable saw mill near Middle Intervale.
Addison S. Beau and his housekeeper,
Mrs. Mary R. Paine, have both been confined to their home by illness, but are

is taking down the remaining walls of the Lake House.

Oxford Division,

gradually recovering.
The snow is slowly melting away, but
if no rain comes there is enough to last day evening.
Mrs. Sarah Chesley is boarding
nearly through April, for spots of bare
ground are now "few and far between." Mrs. Chae. Smith.
Joseph SpoSord, who has been
Bast Bethel.
"swinging around the circle" for a number of months, visited friends here last
week, and expects to work ou a farm in
Giload through the summer.
West Sumner.

th^r

Peru.

Charles Kidder died of blood poisoning
on the 31st of March, aged 70 years. He
was an old noldier of the Rebellion, aleo

SMr,b.ôd Mr? ?!" 'sf™·'jSi»

He leaves a
member of the G. A. R.
widow, two' sons and three daughters.
were
held at his
□ is funeral services
home on April 2, and they were conducted by Elder Webber of Llvermore
Falls.
Born on the 7th, to the wife of Willmer
a

ι3ο:««μλ*

Byron.

The assessors have beeu busy taking
the inventory of the town for the past
few days.
M c Daniels ά Lihby, who have been
hauling birch and strips from No. 6 with
ten or twelve horses and living in the
Wallace Keed house with their wives the
past winter, started for their homes in
Bririgton with their teams the 7th inst.
The crew which have been at work for
Bernard Andrews on the Whiting place
have nearly all gone.
Report comes that a horse belonging
to Vivian Richards died on the road near
Walter Easter's Monday.
Milford Irish, formerly of Buckfield
but for the last fifteen years of Massachusetts, visited his cousins, J. E. and
Jotbam Shaw, recently.
Ralph Young is at work for L. A.
Mason.
Freeland Abbott has bad a crow putting on the roof to his barn which was
broken down with snow. He recently
bought two cows in Canton.
E. 6. and Ε. Ε Knapp each have teams
hauling birch for Mr. Luce from West
End to Byron station.
They report Mr. Houghton gaining
He is attended by a trained
slowly.

Miss Vesta Woodis has returned to
her work in the spool mill.
Charles Reed is helping Will Coolidge
in his blacksmith shop.
Stow.

The snow is going fast and the roads
getting bare in places.
The wind has blown the hardest today I think for the winter.
John and Morris Eastman are working
on the river for Fred Charles.
Ernest Jewett has a very sick horse at
this writing with lung fever.
School commenced April 5th at Green
Hill, taught by Miss Ethel Quptill.
Olive Barker is stopping with her
parents, caring for her father, 0. R.
Barrows, who is very sick with the
grippe, and threatened with pneumonia.
Lottie Leavitt is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Blanche Long.
nurse.
Lewis Charles moved to Chatham into
theSelden Hanson house.
South Rumford.
Fred Harriman has moved into the
Wallace Clark, who had been sick and
bouse
formerly occupied by Lewis
under the care of a trained nurse for
Charles.
over thirty weeks, passed away March
Lester Fernald has two broods of little
31st. He had Bright's disease, but was
chickens. Pretty cold
weather 'for
taken with the grippe about a week bethem.
fore he died, which quickly terminated
in pneumonia. He leaves two son*,
Albany.
Philo B. Clark and Wallace F. Clark of
One of Geo. Conner's cows gavo birth
Rumford, and two daughters, Mrs. Belle
Jonee of Derry, Ν. H,aud Mrs. Harriett to a nice pair of twin calves recently.
Alma Judkins has some young chickAbbott of Rumford. Funeral services
were held at his home conducted by ens.
Barker & Cummings' mill has started
Rev. Mr. Webber of Mechanic Falls,
April 2d. Had he lived until May he in sawing birch. Asa Keniston has
charge of the Grover mill and they are
would have been eighty-five years old.
sawing birch. A. A. Bruce is still cutting and hauling to the mill.
North Paris.
Vivian Lord is confined to the house
M. S. Bubier's sow had a litter of six- with a bad cold and sore
eyes.
teen pigs recently.
There is lots of sickness ail through
Roger Lappin is visiting his grand- the town.
mother, Mrs. M. A. Denham.
Born to the wife of Jobn Lewis, a son,
M. S. Bubier is building a work shop. 3
pounds, April 2d.
Mr. Abner Benson is so as to be out
AdJie Conner visited her brother,
now.
David Millett, at Oxford recently.
Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and son Walter
Littlehale attended Pomona Grange at
Norway Lake.
Socth Paris April Oth.
Mr. and Mrs. Jobn Wood visited Bangor and Winthrop the past week.
Lovell.
Three more cases of measles bat none
Isaac B. McAllister of ibis town died very hard.
the 9th inst, aged 50 years.
He had
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore seems to be gainbeen in failing health for some time, but ing some.
death catne quite suddenly at the last.
Mrs. Asa Frost remains about the
He was well known io this section, hav- same.
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Bartlett have moved
ing been for some yean a traveling salesman for Portland firms, and in recent on to the Elmer Dunn place.
Mrs. C. F. Whitney had the misfortune
driving the mail coach from
years
Lovell to Fryeburg. He was a member to fall and cut her forehead and wrist so
of Snncook Orange and of Kezar Valley badly that she required the services of a
Lodge and Lake Kezar Encampment, physician quite recently.
He leaves a widow and one
Wild geese were seen and heard April
I. O. O. F.
An obliging friend and neighbor, 4th and 5th. Swallows, blackbirds and
ion.
he will be much missed by the com- Pboobe birds are here as well as robins,
bluebirds and song sparrows. We beard
munity.
Mrs. J. W. Howe underwent a surgical what seemed to be a yellow hammer, bat
operation at her home the past week, as we did not see the bird cannot say
and is making a rapid recovery.
that it was not a bluejay, as they seem
Mias Alice A. Stearns has been home capable of imitating almost any bird.
from Fryeburg during the vacation at
Ernest March and family are to move
the academy and Edward T. Stearns is to the village In a few days.
st home from an extended business trip
Ervin Bean of Anborn was at Mr.
James Crockett's reoeotly.
through the eastern part of the state.
are
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Kidder,

Tho

heavy gale

here

Thursday did

little damage beyond frightening

people so they could

a

daughter.

Dickvale.
Mrs. E. A. Richardson has returned
from Paris.
Worthley's mill Ib now running with a
full crew eawing hard wood of four foot

length.

returned to

Mrs. Albert Eastman has

Fryeburg.

0. 0. Tracy and daughter Grace are
ill with the grippe. Maurice Tracy is
doing the chores and the neighbors are
assisting in the house.
Our school begins April 12th with the
same teacher as last term, Miss Eva
Dixon.
What kind of birds are the black ones
about the size of a robin?
North Stoneham.
Mrs.

health.

Wm.

Adams

is

in

very poor

J. C. Sawyer
Norway Monday
business.
□azel Keoiston from T.ovell is staying
a week with her aunt, Ina Hilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton visited
While
relatives in Lewiston last week.
there Mrs. Hilton took gas and had nine
went to

on

Twrlble Pest to Traveler· and Natlv··
In th· Northland.
No account of travel In Labrador can
be complete without some mention of

the terrible pest of

mosquitoes.

These

present in immense
swarms from the beginning of onr trip
to the end, and sometimes they made
were

always

grippe.

H. B.

day.

McKeon started his mill Mon-

Henry Knightly has returned to his
home in Norway.
Howard Palmer of Lovell is making
syrup In his maple orchard here.
Mrs. John Adams visited her mother,
Mrs. Burnham McKeen, of Albany, last
week.
Sumner.

ucu

unfortunate as to be caught out at
night without protection he would bo
either crazy or dead by morning.
Our tents were provided with a fine
mesh bobblnet Inner tent, but some
so

would always find their way inside

or

up from the ground. At times
our light so attracted them we went
outside to see if it were not raining,
for the constant tapping of the mos-

come

quitoes against

the canvas sounded so

exactly like rain tbat it

was

impossible

to tell the difference.
On many nights I bad to give up the
observation of stars for latitude and
longitude because a candle could not
be kept lit long enough to adjust the

We unfortunately
horizon.
bad no cblmuey, and the mosquitoes
swarmed so thickly that without this
protection the flame was quickly
smothered. There were but few nights
cool enongh to afford us any relief

artificial

We found that it required a temperature within a few degrees of actual
freezing to subdue them.—Forest and
Stream.

STARCHED CLOTHES.
Th· Faahion Waa Started In

by Qusen Elizabeth.
practice of starching

England

linen is
The
It is said
at loast 4uo years old.
have
to
originated under Queen
Elizabeth, its Inventor was a Dutchwoman, the wife of α Mr. Quilbeem,
who was driver at the royal court
Mrs. Guilbeem understood so well how
to Improve a small deficiency in the
bust of her royal mistress by means of
stiffened collars, frills and laces that
Elizabeth overwhelmed her with fa-

day.

Albion

P.

Bowker

of

Woodstock.

Albion P. Bowker, who died March
26, after an illness of several months,
was one of tbe oldest native residents of
the town. With one exception, he was
the last of the old residents of tbe Chase
school district back in the seventies. He
was born in this district May 17, 1830,
the son of Edmund and Mary A. (Chase)
Bowker. His father was a native of
Paris, and his mother was the daughtor
of Merrill Chase, one of the early settlers
of Woodstock. When a young man Mr.
Bowker learned the carpenter's trade
aud while he bas worked at that occupation some, most of his life was that of a
farmer.
In 1853 he married Angellne, daughter
of Col. Perrin Dudley, who came to
Woodstock from Paris in 1820.
After bis marriage he built a house at
Bryant's Pond, but did not reside there
long, exchanging his place for the farm,
where he lived nearly fifty-five years.
He was a man of strict integrity, and
one who was always honorable in any
business deal with his fellowmen. In
his family be was a kind husband and
father, to his lodge an active, worthy
member, and a man faithful to every
trust and obligation imposed by his
townsmen.
In religious belief he was a Universilist and was given tbe right hand of
fellowship in that church by Rev. Zenas
Thompson in 1857. He waa the last living member up to that date among all
those who bad joined tbe Woodstook
shurcb since its organization in 1843.
?or many years he had been a member
if Jefferson Lodge of Masons and waa
Master of the lodge in 1880-81. A few
weeks previous to his death be was made

but

some

not take their after-

noon

nap.
Divers letters which have been received in this community recently over the
signature of "Joe" have oreated no
small excitement. One lady thought
her nephew Joe's wife had gone crazy.
Another in relating her experience to
me said, "I felt weak and sick as I read
on for I wondered what terrible calamity
had befallen some member of my family." The writer does not agréé with

after a two weeks1 illness. The funeral
will be this Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman went to Auburn

Wednesday.

Mr. Ezeklel

very feeble.

Merrill

still

continues

The snow is nearly gone but the roads
are in bad oondition, still the mad dries
fast and is not so deep as some years.
Not very much syrup made in this
vicinity this season and unless there is a,
change in the weather soon the run will;

This terrible calamity
happens
because a careless boatman Ignores tbe
river's warnings—growing ripples and
faster current—Nature's warnings are
kind. That dull pain or ache in tbe
jack warns yon tbe Kidney· need atention if yon would escape fatal mala-

J

F. A.

You may

Eyes

"The piano tuner le born, not made.
His acute sense of the vibrations of
sound is given to him at his birth, and
the man who hasn't got this sense
can't become a piano tuner.
"Quite a number of years ago, when
Hans von Bulow was In America, 1

He wouldn't allow the Instrument
be tuned In the wareroom, one of his
whims being that even a short removal
of a piano knocks It all out of tunesomething In that theory at that. So
I tuned It upon the platform upon
He stood
which he was to perform.
over me ui: the time, letting out ago
nized whoops und German cuss words
until I couldn't help but laugh Id his

"Finally, when I had the piano almost tuned, he gave a few more
shrieks and. grabbing the wrench, be1
gan doing the job all orcr again.
let him go ahead, and luside of three
minutes he had the piano so hopelessly

out of tune that it took me three hours
to get It Into shape again. Herr von
Bulow had to pay double for this little
exhibition of temper."—Spokane SportsReview.

How Dickens Learned to Write.
When asked by one of those wiseacres who are convinced that In order
to write good English a man must be
taught to write bad Latin where his
son was educated. Mr. John Dickens
replied with considerable aplomb that
his sou—er- well, his son—er-might be

almost said, In a sense, to have educated himself. The street, the warehouse, Mr. Creakle. an attorney's offlee, the reporters' gaHery and postchaise—such was the education that
equipped a young man of twenty-four
to preside at the banquet of literature
at an unprecedented age. to make the
best speeches In Ix>ndon, to go Into
the best society, to set the table In a
roar, to lead every company In which
be mixed, to travel, acquire French
and Italian with ease and write the
most animated letters known to the
modern world.—London Times.

Crusty Ola Gentleman.
"Some people are so queer." said the
young mother, with a pout
'Now, I
think there is nothing that should be
more
appreciated than a generous
child."

not a

pood poker p!ayer?"

may not

Boston and vicinity this week.

j

plain toe, rubber heel, very light and soft, $1.25. AUo
Mecca Slippers, wide plain toe, very light and soft, $1.25.
Please Remember, we make a specialty of these
comfort shoes for

If you are looking for comfort
find it here, and we carry most of these

women.

for your feet you can
in all sizes from 2 1-2 to 8.

It Makes

no

Difference What You Want

Shoes You Can

for

Them

Find

Here.

E. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Defects.

your
pain you, yet,

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telopbono 11Q-B.

Our
and

prices

are

we

Proper

Ones.

very reasonable

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

S.

RICHARDS,

A

8

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.

Bankrupt's Petition

for

Bankrupt.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Oischarge.

)
BISI1EE, ( In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
In the matter of
ORLANDO A.

of Maine:

Orlando
County of Oxford, and
In said District, respectfully

bisrke, of Dixfleid. m the
State of Maine,
represents, that on
the 16th day of April, 190S, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acta and of the order· of Court touching
a.

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prayt, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such.debts as arc excepted uy law from such discharge.
bated tide 8th day of April, A. D. 1909.
ORLANDO A. BISBEE, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF HOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, ss.
On this 10th day of April, A. D. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Α. I).
upon the same on the 30th day of April,
1909, before said Court at Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time am'
lace, and show cause, if any they have, why
said petitioner should not be
ie prayer of

Β

granted.

And It la further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at tneir places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 10th day of April,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.e.]
A true copy of petition and order tnereon.
Attest: JAMES K. HEWEY. Clerk.

MOST REPUTABLE CONCERNS IN SOUTH
PARIS.

We will either

care

yon of constipa-

tion or pay for ajl the medicine used
during the trial. Ton pay us nothing if
That'· a mighty broad statewe fail.
ment, and we mean every word of it.
We will back it up with our own personal reputation, too. Could anything
be more fair and aecure for you?
The most scientific, common sente
Their
treatment is Rezall Orderlies.
active principle Is a very recent scientific
discovery that ia odorless, colorless and
gentle and
tasteless; very
pleasant in ita action, and particularly
This
in
ingredievery way.
agreeable
ent does not cause any diarrhœa, nausea,

pronounced,

griping. Rexall Orderlies
pleasant to take as candy and are I
particularly good for children and deliare

new

models ; there

variety

some one

in here
*

of

styles

in

quite

are

the line ;

of them will be

sure

to suit

you.
We've clothes of other makes
We would
too, lots of them.

pleased

be

to

show them to

you any time you

can

call.

H. B, Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

VkF/ri|h(

1909

bjr Htrt Schafacr it Mira

A CASH SALE SATURDAY
Penley & Plummer's
ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

6 gal. Oil 65c.
1 peck Onions 26c.
40c. Molasses for 80c.
3 lbs. Prunes for 26c.
Peanuts 6c. a quart

A

a

gal.

Cheese 16c. per pound.
2 lbs. A. & H. Brand Soda 10c.
Blue Ribbon Baisins 10c.
60c. Tea for 40c.

Big Trade in Smoked Shoulders,
long as they last, 9c. a pound.

as

Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, South Paris.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Chiidrvn.

Πι Klod Yeu Han Alwap Bought

Bew^the

^tm

sjf?

//??

■

Who Ever Heard of New
Fresh 10c. Muslins for 7c.
in March before?
Tou will find them at S. B. & Z. S.
Prince's on and after Saturday, the
6th, a case of more than sixty pieces.

WORTHY OF CONFIDENCE.
AN OFFEB BACKED UP BY ONE OF THE

come

the

see

^Hart, Schaffner & Marx

NOTICE TDEREOÛ.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 10th day of April, A. D. 1909, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 30th day of April. A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no
tire thereof Ins published In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspa|>er printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be grante 1.
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall cend by mall to all known creditors copies of said |>etlt1on and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence ar
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
lt> said District, on the 10th day of April, A. D.
1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

styles

new

} In
)

Bankruptcy.

season

and ask to

a

SILAS

It OKU OF

dressy

varsity

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the D1htrlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
A. STEARNS, of Stoneham, in the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represents that on
the 13th day of February, last past, he was duly
adj udged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully compUeu with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of April, A. n. 1909.
SILAS A. STEARNS, Bankrupt.
O

we've strong on
the new models in Sack Suits.
If you want to see some of the
This

Discharge.

)

In the matter of
SILAS A. STEARNS,

"Because." answered young Mrs. Torkins. "no good poker player could be
flatulence or
10 popular as be is with other poker
as

players."-W&shlngton Star.

Ladies' Kid Lace Boots,

:

light sole, plain toe, very soft and easy, for $2.00. Also
another line with a cap on the toe but very soft and light
with rubber heels for the same price, $..00 ; and a nice style

j

right,

all

few of them

a

dark
Juliet, patent tip, light sole, rubber heel, for $1.50. A
Oxalso
a
black
brown unlined Oxford, light sole, $2.00 ;
low
A
tie,
rubber
heel, $1.50.
ford, light sole, soft toe,

cate persona.
lies—Dropsy, Dl&betes or Bright'· dia·
Either Would Do.
If you suffer from cbronio or habitual
»ase.
Take Electric Bitters at once and
The Dear Girl—He bad the lmpa· constipation, or the asaociate or dependtee Backaohe fly and all your best feel·
cbronio alimenta, we urge you to
ngs return. "After long suffering from lence to ask me for a kiss! Her Dear ent
; ireak
kidney· and lame back, one 91.00 Friend—The Idea! What cheek! The try Rexall Orderllea at our risk. Remember, you can only get them at our
! )ottle wholly cured me," write· J. R. Dear Girl (blushing)—He wasn't par· store.
be over.
Two sices, 25c. and 10c. F. ▲.
of Belk, Tenn. Only 50o at
Miss Hazel Donbam la visiting friends : Slankenahlp
ticular which.—Jadga.
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paria, Me.
?. ▲. 8hurtleff Λ Co.'·.
in
1

We will mention

A CO.'S.

by Eye

We Can Fit the

law."—Boston Post.

wouldn't be able to tell one tune from

House Wear.

need Glasses

merrily to use blue starch, though one
woman after the other had to go to
prison for transgressing the "blue

another.

We Have a Very Complete Stock
of Our Comfort Shoes for

I

suffer from head-

see

MAINB],

PARIS.

SOUTH

because of a something lacking
which properly adjusted Glasses alone can supply, you conWe will tell
tinue to sufler.
whether
your eyes are deyou
fective or not, and if they do

claiming tbat blue
washed linen was Injurious to health.
But fashion proved superior even to
"good Queen Bess." They continued

required
makeup of a piano, he Is uot necessarily a pluno repulrer. Nor cau the
average piano maker or repairer tune
There are hundreds of expert
a piano.
makers and repairers of pianos who

"The Store That Saves You Money."

for1

Eye Headaches.
aches caused

Right.

Dayton Bolster Go,,

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cores all stomach dis-1
ease or money back. Large box of tab· I
lota 50 cents. Druggists in all towns. [

Many people

samples.

Styles Are New.

N.

Cures indigestion

linen,

A Professional'· Experience With Irritable Von Bulow.
"Piano tuners are for the most part
graduated from plauo factories," says
"While the pluno tuuer
one of them.
to know every purt In the
le

SHURTLEFF

send for

Carpets, Art Squares, Rugs,
Linoleums, Oilcloths, Mattings, &c.,
is complete.

MI-ONA

Those
In the
art had to pay no leys than £f> for η
lesson
Lnter they began to add blue color to
the starch. Queen Kllzabeth. who wns
very anxious about bor questionable
beauty, found that the addition of blue
gave a green hue to her complexion.
She therefore prohibited her subjects
wearing any other than pure white

man

relief
pronounce it the best

can

of.
this trouble that I ever tried or heard
and
I have had this malady for years,
have doctored and used many remedies,
but Hyomei is far ahead of any of the
others, and has my hearty endorsement."
—Mrs. M. S. Martin, Cassopolis, Mich.

/

or

Our stock of

Îet

and

them

see

The Prices Are

Hyomei is a confidence creator. The
first time you breathe in this powerful
soothing, antiseptic air, you will
curative virnow that it has marvelous
There Is nothing disagreeable
tues.
about Hyomei. It is a pleasant and
asthprompt remedy for catarrh, colds,
etc.
ma, cronp, bronchitis,
mucous
If your head is so stuffed with
that you cannot brMtbe a particle of air
will open
through your nostrils, Hyomei
them up and give relief in five minutes.
snffer longer,
Why will sensible peoplehawk
and spit
why will they wheeze andShurtlefl
& Co.
and smother, when F. A.
will guarantee Hyomei to cure or money
back.
$1.00 is all F. A. Shurtlefl à Co.
ask for a complete outfit.
I
"I bavo used Hyomei for hay fever,

have occupied the highest rank.
privileged to be initiated by her

"What are you referring to. my
dear?" askr-d her neighbor.
We think April Fool's
"Why. the baby ! had him in the
Day ought to be perpetuated. We think
car yesterday, and right In front sat a
the fools are entitled to one day ip the in honorary member.
Besides tbe widow who survives him crusty old genllemau with side whiskyear, and besides one does not feel so
lonely the rest of the year. It gives us lie leave· a son and daughter, Oscar F. ers Four times the baby offered him
a chanoe to find out we are not the only Bowker, who resides at home, and Mrs.
a stick of candy, and each time he only
Stella M. Bacon of Bryant's Pond. Two
fools in the world.
When the soft candy got
frowned
brothers also remain, James L. Bowker
and George W. Bowker stuck lu bis side whiskers be became
)f
Pond
Bryant's
Hebron.
)f Lewiston. These are the last of the very Hcry and told the conductor.
The most of the students came back ten children In Edmund Bowker's family. Wasn't he rude?"—New York Times.
Tuesday and school opened Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Bearce's baby
8WEPT OVER NIAGARA.
Why He Waa Popular.
Malcolm passed away Tuesday morning
"now do you know your husband If
often
Greenwood.

The

So Does Catarrh, Croup, Hay
Fever and Bronchitis.

veritable mania for starching, Ironing,
plaiting, etc. Later special "professors" of the art of starching estai)·
lished themselves In London, among
whom α Flemish woman of the name
of Dingbcu van der Plasse seems to

TUNING A PIANO.

Ready for Inspection.

VANISHES

ASTHMA

vors and privileges and finally elevated
her to tbe rank of chief inspectress of
the court linen.
The fashion introduced by tbe queen
was of course soon followed by all
the women of rank. The fad for this
uew "art" finally degenerated into a

starched

Rolls New Wall Paper
Call and

Eiwder.

face.

Harriet" Newell, 94 yeare of
age, one of the smartest young ladies
auywhere about, walked three-quarters
of a mile to tbe store and baok home
again, to buy ber groceries, tbe other
"Aunt

WORDS TO FREEZE THE SOUL.
"Your too has consumption. Hlsl
mm U
hope]en." TbeM appalling
word· were spoken to Geo. Ε. Blevens, a |
leading merchant of Springfield,-N. C.
by two expert doctors—one · lung ape· I
ciallst. Then waa shown the wonderful [
power of Dr. Eing's New Disoovery.
"After three week·' use," writes Mr.
Blevens, "be was aa well as ever. I
would not take all the money in the
world for what It did for my boy." Infallible for Coogha and Colds, it1s the

life almost unbearable.
Nothing conld be beard bnt their safest, sorest core of desperate Lung
buzzing. Whenever we attempted to diseMes on earth. 50c and 11.00 at F.
eat they were down our throats and A. Sburtleff à Co.'». Guarantee satisin our eyes and faces, and in spite of faction. Trial bottle frM.
our bead nets and fly dope we were
A Cartal* Cur· iter icklif Fact.
always badly bitten. The natlres
Shake Into your (hoe· Allen's Toot-Eue, a
It cares Tired, Aching, Callous, 8weatseemed to mind them almost as much
shoe
g, Swollen feet. At all Druiglata and
as we did, their remedy being rancid
8torea. 88c. Sample Free. Address, Allen 8.
16-18
one
were
that
Ν.
T.
Olmsted, Le Boy,
seal oil. I am satisfied

teeth extracted.
Isma, little daughter of H. B. Mc- tuned the
piano upon which he played.
Keen, has been quite sick with tha
to

with a severe cold, Is gaining. Mrs.
Abbie Bates is caring for her.
The S. B. R. Club has been postponed
a week.
The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Qiram Howe Apr. 15.
Mrs. Cynthia (York) Bisbee, widow of
George Bisbee, died Apr. 7, aged about
70, after a few days1 illness of pneumonia. At the time of her death Mrs.
Bisbee was keeping house for Everett
Reynolds of Hartford. Mrs. Bisbee was
tiret united in marriage with George
Bucknam and after his decease married
George Bisbee. Mrs. Bisbee was for a
long time a resident of this village, living alone, and although very lame she
was
always cheerful. She made Maybaskets and pretty paper flowers and she
seemed so much to enjoy working in the
bright colors. She was a member of
the International Sunshine Society and
very worthily did she represent its principles. She belonged to the Universalist
church. She is survived by one brother, George York, South Paris, and two
nieces, Mrs. Phila Boeworth, East Sumner, and Mrs. Rowena Silver, Andover,
and one nephew, Herbert Barrows, Portland. The remains were brought here
late Wednesday for the funeral aud interment. The funeral was held in the
Universalist church Friday.
Edie Bisbee is working for Ernest Damon.

with

Mise Ella Farwell has gone to Rumford to learn dressmaking.
Miss Amy Bartlett visited friends at
Rumford Fails last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Auverne Lapham of Paris
are visiting at George Haines'.
Mrs. F. B. Howe visited friends at
South Paris all of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett visited
relatives at Berlin, Ν. H., last week.
Mrs. J. W. Bean has gone to Massachusetts for a few weeks1 visit.
Miss Amy Bartlett has returned to her
teaching at Manchester, Conn.

BT^rcises

Dairy

a

"Mud an<l elueh ami sleet and snow,
Icy walks where're you go.
Thle le April.
Robins In the trees once more,
Hena around the kitchen door.
This le April."

»

held a very interesting session in the
grange hall on last Tuesday. It was addressed bv Prof. Hurd of the State College, and Mr Redmon of the same institution, also by Leon S. Merrill, the dairy
inspector. A good instructive meeting.

S. of T., had

and entertainment last week
with refreshments of sandwiches, cake
and cocoa.
Leon Caeh is teaching on Pigeon Hill,
and Allen DeLano in the Webber District.
The Guild met with Mrs. Fisher Tues-

masquerade

Dr. Π. P. Atwood has moved into the
house formerly occupied by Dr. E. G.
Mars ton.
Ν C. Ford Î8 very much out of health.
Dr. Marston is the attending physician.
Attorney Η. T. Atwood and son Roger
of Norwood, Mass., are tho guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Atwood.
G. D. Grose and W. V. Redding, our
assessors, were in the village Monday
taking the valuation.
D. D. Small is having a chamber finished in tbe ell of bis house. Fred Wing is
doing the work.
Geo. E. Pulsifer returned from Rumford Saturday where he has been for
medical treatment by Dr. C. M. Bisbee.
New cases of mumps are being heard
of daily. Among them are I. 0. Swift,
R N. Stetson, Horace Farrar and a number of cbildreu.
James Buck, who has been confined to
the house for some time with a severe
cough, is suffering with a complication
of diseases. He is reported as somewhat improved.
Albert D. Park of South Paris was In
He was auctioneer at
town Tuesday.
the Andrews farm.
A. G. Hadley's seven-year-old eon
Henry has been in a critical condition
for several days by reaeon of a slight cut
Dr.
on one hand which bled profueely.
Atwood has at last succeeded in stopping the blood. The child has nevor
been in good health.
David Audrews Bold bis farm last fall
to E. Penley of West Paris with tho proviso that be (Mr. Andrews) should occupy tbe farm buildinge until May 1st.
Tuesday of this week Mr. Andrews had
an auction and sold off his farming tools,
machinery, etc. Mr. and Mrs. Andrews
expect to go to Richmond to live with
their daughter, Mrs. Cora Webber.
Percy M. Andrews, E«q., of Portland,
is here to assist his parents in the disposal of their property.
Mrs. Myrtilla Lucas, widow of Ira
Lucas, died Apr. 3, aged 70 years, aftor
a
short illness of the grippe. Mrs.
Lucas at the time of her death was residing with her daughter, Miss Nellie
Lucas, at Auburn, where they had lived
about four years. Mrs. Lucas was born
Miss Eva Fiske bas a new piano.
daughter of Cyrus
Mrs. Ida Crooker spent Thursday with in Sumner, the
Keene, and was well known here where
friends at East Bethel
Mrs. Abbie Tra«k and Mrs. Lola Foster she lived quite a number of years. Her
husband died twenty-five years ago.
were in South Paris and Norway TuesShe was a member of tbe Baptist church
day.
Buckfield. The remains were brought
at
E. L. Tebbete is slowly recovering
here for interment last Tuesday. The
from bis recent severe illness.
Jason Bennett is very sick with pneu- deceased was accompanied here by Miss
Nellie Lucas and a lady friend and Mr.
monia.
Daniel C. Poster of East Bethel and Timothy Lunt of Buckfield. Mrs. TimNannette A. Abbott of Rumford were othy Lunt is related to Mrs. Lucas.
Archie Handy of New Vineyard has
married Tuesday at South Parie. The
with his grandmothor,
come to stay
ceremony was performed at the resiMrs. Isabel McAllister. Archie hae been
dence of Rev. J. H. Little.
ill with a rheumatic affection. He
Roy Brown is at home from Conway very
is still an invalid.
where he has been at work all winter.

''Îta'nÎÏÏ'tatd

Pledge

James

LABRADOR MOSQUITOES.

We

are

also

opening:

this week

a

shipment of New Spring Coats
and

Suits

pleased

which

to show.

we

shall be

Gall early and get a new gown while
there is a large assortment.

Sincerely yours,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA feMMsudCMM.

Tta IW Y«Rjûf Ahnys BMffet

Bmmu»

T"

glu ΦχΙονΛ pemacvxt

Swift is Ti.iting relative· 1 η Ι Mr. Cbuon Elected Superintendent.
I The joint school board of the school
Mr. and Mr·. Omar Merjow were I D superintendence district composed oi
the towns of Paris and Woodstock met
town Friday and Saturday.
The Norway Municipal Court held the
at Soutà Paris last
Tuesday. There April session at the office of Wm. F.
Mr·. Fred Chandler was the week en d were
Clarence
G.
Charlei
present
Morton,
Jones oo Tuesday.
gueat of her parenta in Bethel.
H. Howard and George M. At wood ol
Tbe annual organisation of the board
Mrs. Carl Mason and daughter are ι Λ Paris, and Roy W. Titns, Edward D. of
management of tbe Norway Public
Orono on a visit to Mrs. Mason's peopli ». Peverley and Clarence E. Cole of Wood- Library took place at the assessors'
stock.
After considering the applica- office
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Alfred H. Jackson aud Miss Ne
tions of some fifteen candidates for the
The following officers were elected:
lie Jackson were in Portland over Easte ['
'·
position of District Superintendent,
President— Eugene P. .Smith.
Dr. Charles Stuart of Bethel was tb e unanimous choice was made of Ernest
Vice-President—Geo. W. Holme·.

»

SOUTHPABIS.
SOCTH

l'A RIS

Offlce Honrs: 7:30
URAND

POST OfFlCK.

a. M.

TRUNK

to 7:30 P.M.
RAILWAY.

Commencing: September 27,1908,
TRAINS LKAVE SOOTH P\RIS
Going downieas*)—4:36 A. M., datlv ; 9:50 Α.
dally except Sunday; 4:33 P. M., dally.
Going up west!—9 M a. M., dally; 3:26 P.
,tally except Sunday ; 8:47 P. M.,

daily.

M

NOBWAY.

guest of his father and sister Ruth ov« r

M

Easter.

CHVRCaXS.

I

Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. M(
\v horter. Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45 a. m. ;
School 11:45 A. H.; Y. P. S. C. E. 6 Λ J
Evening service 7:00 p. M.; Churc 11
river meeting Wednesday evening at 7 JO P. m !
\ .not otherwise connecte·!, are cordially Is I

s,.n Uy
m :
ν

tIML

Methodist Church, Bcv. T. S. Kewley, Pas toi
On Sun lay, morning prayermeetlng 10:00 a. m.
reaching service 10:45 a. m.; Sabbath Schoc
m
Epworth League Meeting 6 00 p. x.
raver meeting Wednesday evening 7 30; clae
meeting Friday venlng 7
lïaptlst Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebrc
Pastor. On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 t
^abbath School 12 M. ; Y. P. 9. C. Ε 6:13 I
m.
ν
prayer meeting 7 Λ0 P. M. ; Wednesday even
Seats free.
All ar ;
>ng ι·rayer service 7 JO.
welcome.
Inlversallst Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pastoi
1'reachlng service every Sunday at 10:45 Α. M
sundav School at 12 M. Jnnlor Union at 3:3
·
Y. P. C. U. at 7 P. X.
p. m.

j

I

Mrs. Ε. N.
two weeks or

Portland.

Anderson is spendin ?
with relatives i Q

longer

John Bonoett had 14 very much aliv
Raster chickens hatch from a setting c f
14 eggs. Lie has averaged 11 eggs a da
for about two mouths from 15 pullel g
hatched last May.

Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge and Ml
I Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows will unite i 1
the observance of the 2C:h of April, th i
anniversary of Odd Fellowship. Als *
attend divine services iu a body on tIn

! 25th.

I

There will be a special meeting of th
Universalist parish Tuesday evening a i
7:30. Impoitant business will come be
I fore the meeting and all interested ιι ,
Kesrula r the church should make an effort to b<

[

1

STATED MEETINGS.

9.haadler

Belfast.
T>

P. A A. M.—Pari Lodge, No. 94.
Ing Tuesday evening on or before full moon I present.
I. Ο. Ο. I'.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meel ;
Inge, Thursday evening of each week.—Auron M
The millinery openiog of Miss Wheele r
Kncampment.first and third Monday evenlngi lasc week was well attended. The ston
of each month.
No
were pink and
decorations
white am 1
D. of R.—Mount Ple iean· Rebekah l.odg·:.
30, meete second and fourth Fridays of eacl with the many pretty hate and bunchei
Hall.
Fellows'
month In Odd
lof
dowers made an attrastive
G. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14o, meeti
for one to gaze upon.
flr t and third Saturday evenings of eact
Hall.
m .nth, in G. A. R.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah
entertain
Wm. K. Kimball Circle. Ladles of the G. A
it., meets first and third Saturday evenings ol ed
1
a
from Mt.
each month. In Grand Armi Hall.
of
I
last
S. of V.—Joshua L. Chaxni>erlaln Camp meets
The work was
Mt. Pleas
-econd Saturlay evening of each month.
p. of H.—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, ant
refreshments were served
m e:s first and third
Saturday; during the and a
most pleasant evening spent.
;i dnder of the year, meets every Saturday, in
ji. e

1

bright
display

Lodge
delegation
Hop»
Norway
Friday evening
exemplified by
Lodge,

quite
Lodge

re

ϋ raa*e Hall.
U. Ο. β. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
ea Λ month.
S. K. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
me t- -econd and fourth Weducsday evenings
of ach month.
,.? P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
ay evening at Pythian Hall.

j

Oig

«μπακ

ist week, bringing with it numThursday and Friday evenings of this
Scr- of the delayed birds, and other signs week, the 15th aud 16th, are the dates
the opening season. Since Wednes for the presentation of "The Old Dairy
ay night the weather has been nearer Homestead." This is a rural comedy
bureau calls the drama in three acts, and is presented for
what the weather
seasonal average"—in fact, somewhat the beuefit of Uaralio Lodge, Κ of P.
be!i>w it.
Sale of seats opened Friday at Shurtwell. Much
The Pari* High School base ball team leff's, and seats have gone
tira* has been put in on the preparation
1
is the following schedule arranged for
of this play, and with a good cast, it will
this spring:
be well worth seeing. The cast is as
X prll .'4, Mechanic Tails t! S. at Paris»
follows:
M iv 1. BrMtrton H. 3. at Pari».
May \ \orwav H. 3. at Fair Groun-le.
M ke Donna vin, a traveling tinker,
»v 15. Krl.lRton H. 8. at Brl-lgton.
Clyde T. Hebbant.
JMay
Λ\ Norway H. S. at Paris.
.Malcolm Gray, a schemer an»l ex-couvlct,
HaroM T. Rrtggs.
May „N. open.
H. S„ pl».-e to be deckled,
Willie Work, a gentleman of leisure—born
•June 5.13,Norway
Mechanic Kal β H. 3. at Mechanic
Harold
G. Fletcher.
tlre<l,
A. L Holmes.
Jason Wllklns.a fariner,
H. J. Cutting, captain.
.Jo·»! Arrowroot, a town con-table, .J. J. Merrill.
Mr». I. E. Andrews.
C. O. Cutting, Mauager.
Ruby, a little waif,
Mr·. UlMHi a «lashing «Mow anil an adMl»a Helen M. Porter.
The last monthly supper for the seaventure»»
niece... Mise Bessie Hagicett.
M η of the Good Cheer
Society was held Grace, tho farnn-r'»
Wilkin*, an old maid,..Mrs. J. J. Emeley.
Hall
it Good
evening. Becky

^'i.ae

Cheer

Tuesday

A good supper was served and the
BOI.STEK DISTRICT.
The entertain.ib.es were well filled.
has been confined to the
Talbot
A.
B.
vocal solos by Miss
ment comprised
illness for several weeks.
Loach, Miss Clark and Mr. Sessions, and house by
;» repetition of "A Box of Monkeys,'* the
F. K. Wit ham and Freeland Cummings
bright and entertaining little comedy «rent to Berlin laut Friday aud returned
at
the
February
which was presented
Saturday.
supper. It was exceedingly well done,
Mrs. F. R. VVithaiu hits so far recoverand ι leased everybody. A sociable for
ed from her recent illness as to be able
the young people closed the evening.
to sit up several hours each day.
Next Monday is Patriots' Day, the anCLas. Swett, who underwent an operaO'versary of—everybodv knows, of course tion for
appendicitis at the Central Maine
bv
established
—and the spring holiday
General Hospital last week, is doing well
the legislature of the state to succeed
tud will soon be able to return home.
the late unlamented Fast Day. It's the
Mr and Mis. X. L. Lipham are staying
time to get out of doors, breathe the
with their daughter, Mrs. Chas. Swett,
fresh air and lay on a sprinkling of
Mr. Swell's absence.
t reck les—provided it doesn't snow too during
hard. In deference to the holiday, the
BISCOE DISTRICT.
>· m
to pros* from
nit will defer
Foster'e mother, Mrs. CorMrs.
Will
Monday until Tuesday, 84) that we shall
be a day late getting to our subscribers bet', is visiting her.
next week.
Fred DeCoster was looking for calves
Sorry to do it, but it seems
to be necessary.
in this vicinity last week.
J. L. Bridgham was in this vicinity
Orange F. Small, who was taken from
bin home in Paris to the insane hospital with fresh tish Thursday.
at Augusta a few weeks since, diet! there
Will Foster, W. Knightly and F. Dalast
The remains were
Thursday.
mon shoveled out Perry Hill Monday.
and
the
brought to S >uth Paris Friday,
Fred Jackson has done a large busifuneral was held Saturday afternoon at
?he Baptist church, attended bv Rev. J
W Chesbro. Mr. Small was 07 vears of
He served in Co. C, Twentieth
age
Maine, and was a member of Wm. K.
Kimball Post, G. A. R and the post attended the funeral in a body and performed its burial service.
Mr. Small
eaves a widow, and a son by a former
marriage, Robert Small, who is superintendent of schools in Grafton, Mass.
■

"Looks like county fair," is the way
one man put it, whose place of business I
's not far from
Grange Hall, as the
• atrons were
coming to Pomona Grange
here last Tuesday. He was pretty nearstreets were full of
'[ r'?ht, forthethehall
wouldn't begin to
Jaetn—and
hold them. Over two hundred ate dinner in the grange dining hall, and it is

He
hunting brown-tail moths.
has gathered between COO and 700 nests.
ness

The tiret day of April as the children
were having their recess Carroll Penley
jumped off the big rock at the side of
ihe school house into 'he snow, and the
uuited efforts of the teacher and scholThey got a
ars could not get him out.
shovel and axe and finally liberated him,
none the worse for his adventure.

Reunion of North Paris School.
North Paris, Με April 0, 19<>9.

Arrangements have been made fur a
reunion of the teachers and students of
the town school at North Paris, July
7th, if fair, if not the first pleasant day.
All teachers and students are invited to
take part in this reunion, which is lookestimated that there were nearly if not
ed forward to by the students of the
quite three hundred present during the school as a
day of great pleasure. This
c'ase of twenty-one took the
has been one of the largest and most
uftb degree. At the afternoon session
noted schools in town, and there are
there was a discussion of the question,
men and women among
Is it advisable to plant yellow or en- many prominent
its teachers and pupils.
silage corn in place of sweet corn at the
present prices?'' There was music by
Board of Trade Meeting.
the Mackietonquor Brass Band of fourThe South Paris Board of Trade held
teen pieces of Vorth Norway, singing by
F. S. Pike, and readings by Frank L. its annual meeting last Tuesday evening
Varbird of Norway and Mrs A. M. at the assessors' office, with a fair attendance. President Frank A. Shurtleff
Kyerson of Paris.
The treasurer's rewas in the chair.
he county commissioners last week port showed small expenditures for the
awarded the contract for the construc- year and about 175.00 now in the treastion work on the addition to the court ury.
house to I. W. Burrowes Jfc Son of PortOfficers for the coming year were electland.
Tuis addition will be SO χ 40 ed as follows:
added
be
eet· two stories, and will
PrenMenl—J. Hatting* Bean
at the southwest corner of the court
Vice-PToaHerte—Arthur E. Forbes, George B.
Crockett.
end
f
ne
the
front
coming
half
of
house,
Secretary—Wa'ter T.. Gray.
against the west wall of the court house,
Treasurer—J. F. Plummer.
the other half being back of the corWilliam J. Wheeler suggested livening
ri'.or which connects the buildings, the
things up by having a banquet, and the
upper portion of it showing from the
meeting was adjourned for one week,
tr"nt. On the tirst floor will be a jail
till Tuesday evening of this week, wben
kitchen, serving room, pantry, etc. A the matter will be further considered
•hurt corridor will lead from the serving aud acted
upon.
On the
roum directly into the jail.
second floor the principal part of the
Maine will have the distinction this
addition will be devoted to a library
summer of entertaining the American
room, communicating with the room
the oldest
of Instruction,
n>»w in use as a library.
There will also Institute
teachers' organization in America as it
additional toilet rooms on each floor,
bold its
was established in 1830 and will
'"eluding one for women on the first
annual convention July 6, 7, and 8.
*0^ construction of the 71>th
et-T'e
has chosen Castine
jj'"
addition will be in harmony with the The organisation
be
for its convention. The program will
present buildings, and it will be surand Inspirational, and
both
practical
mounted with a cupola in conformity
deal with subjects of vital interest
*>th those which are now on the baild- will
to all interested in education.

J·?*· /

taf·.

April β,

Tbe following committees were appointed, viz.:
ExecuUve— Moeee P. Stiles, W. C. Leavltt,

Anson J. Mlllett.

Purchasing—Blal F. Bradbury, Merton L.
Kimball, Charles P. Barnes.
Membera of the board of management
for 1909 are:
Trustees—B. P. Bradbury, M. L. Kimball, M.
P. Stiles. G. A. Brooks, K. F. Smith, W. C.
Leavltt. Geo. W. Holmes, Geo. H. Dunn, Anson
J. Mlllett, Geo. E. Tubbs, H. L. Home, C. P.
Barnes.

The membera of the Univeraaliet Circle were with Mra. Frank H. Beck, corner of Main and Whitman Streets, Wed-

nesday evening.

Property

1909.

God pity the wretched prisoners.
In thetr lonolv cells to day !
Whatever the sine that tripped them,
God pity them! still I say.

I

Kindly

allow me space in your valuable weekly to say a few words in commendation of the good work that the
churches of South Paris and Norway are
doing for the benefit of the fallen ones
that are incarcerated in the cuinty jail.
The churches through the leadership
of their ministers, accompanied by some
of the members of their flock, and
through the kindness of the jailer, !
Sheriff Cole, are allowed to come !
amongst us every Sunday afternoon and
preach the Gospel as set forth by the j
Bible, and sing sonl-inspiring hymns in
their endeavor to lift some of the fallen !
who have strayed from the path that
leads to righteousness and glory. The
effect of their endeavor is not felt while
they are among us, but when they go
away and we go back to our cells, there
to cogitate and reflect, some of us in our
lonely vigil think of some of the good
words as expounded by the ministers,
and we are made to reflect.

j

Secretary—Geo. A. Brooke.
Treasurer—G. A. Brooks.

B. W. Gordon, formerly in buainesa in
this plac», later at Ruraford Center and
now of Portland, was in town this week.
It is reported that Herman L. Home
and S. D. Andrews are soon to open
furniture salesroome over the lumber
office of H. L. Home on Marston Street,
in what was some years ago the "Pan
Cake Factory." Both gentlemen have
ha<i considerable business experience.
Tbe annual report of the officera of the
Norway Village Corporation for the year
Appreciation of Jail Services.
ending April 1st, 1909, was distributed
last week. The real estate valuation
LABORS OF THE CHt'RCHES COMMENDED
was
$724.565.00. The personal estate
BY AT LEAST ONE INMATE.
Poll tax,
$202.391.00. Polls taxed, 591.
rate 5 1-2 mille.
$1.50.
South Paris Jail,
Editor Democrat:

Win. K. Kimball Post, G. A. R., and
Circle of the Ladies of the G. A. R will
entertain Harry Rust Post and Corps at
a camptire next Saturday afternoon and
I evening. The day's session will begin
with an army dinner served at noon.

Fret! C. Brings is with his mother, I At tbe close of his sermon at the
Fui versai ist church Sunday, Rev. J. H.
Mrs. Louise J. Briggs.
Little read bis resignation as pastor of
Frank A. Shurtleff and Edwin N.
the church, to take effect June 1st. At
Haskell were in Boston a few days last I that time a
pastorate of seven years will
week.
be completed. Mr. Little was the first
Mrs. Carrie A. Briggs attended the settled pastor of this church. When he
«.ran.! Lodtfe of Maine, Ν. E. O. P., in came here in 1902 the meetings were
held in the hall, and the present buildBangor last week.
ing has been erected and equipped durMiss Alice B. Knight left Monday
ing his pastorate.
miming for Newton Highlands, Mass.,
Easter Sunday was clear and bright,
ι r a visit to her brother.
with a cold northwest wind.
A sociable was given in New Hall Fri- [though
There was a large attendance at all the
day e\ening, under the auspices of the churches, and music and sermons apclass of 190β of the high pchool.
propriate to the day. In tbe evening
Q;iite a breeze last Thursday, but m>t there was an Easter concert at the
enough to do any damage, as it did in Congregational church, which was well
attended, and a union meeting at the
some other parts of the country.
Baptist church was addressed by Rev.
Richard H. Gates and Leslie E. Newell M.
D. Kneeland, D. D., general secrewer* drawn Saturday as traverse jurors
tary of the New England Sabbath Profor the May term of court at Rumford.
tective League.
The Married Ladies' Whist Club was
With this number of the Democrat is
entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. Η issued au
overgrown supplement in two
G. Fletcher and Mrs. W. H. Motley at
sections, containing the public laws
Mrs. Fletcher's.
passed by the legislature at its recent
The selectmen have appointed Dr. F. session. These are not now laws—except
E. Wheeler member of the board of such as have the emergency clause—but
health, to succeed Dr. Ο. K. Yates, if the referendum is not invoked, will
become so on the second day of July.
whose term expires May 1st.
man is
presumed to know the
Ο. Κ Clifford is getting the lumber on Every
law, and the man who reads all the
ti e ground for a six-room house which
140,000 words more or less in this suphe will build this season on a lot on
will know something about it.
Wheeler Street. He expects to go to plement
next
week.
foundation
The
Seneca
Club was entertained by
the
en
work
Mrs. Barnes last Monday evening. The
Advertised letters in South Paris post
subject for the evening was on American
office April 12, 19U9:
Art, and the programme included curMr. Cliff Richard.
rent events, short biographies of GilMr. George E. Andrews.
bert Stuart, B. West, and Charles Dana
Mr. hi. C- Andrews.
Gibson by Mrs. Hilton and Miss DougS. F. Davis, Postmaster.
lass, and a solo by Mrs. Wheeler. ReThe'late of the supper and entertain- freshments were furnished by
Mrs.
ment to be given at the Congregational
Gray and Mrs. Hathaway. The club has
church by the young ladies of Miss Eva just one more meeting this season, the
Walker's Sundav School class is April annual meeting, April 10th. The club
: h. not the l">th as given last week. will meet at that time with Mrs. W. P.
C me and see what tine cooks the young M orton at 7:43 and at S :45 take the car for
*
ladies are.
Norway where a banquet will be served
at Home's restaurant at 0 o'clock.
me
eiruc* u*
Diiaco οι
Λ

P. Ciason of South Paris. His term will
begin July 1st.
Mr. Clason's former home was in Lisbon, and he is a graduate of Bates Col·
lege in the class of 1002. Since his
graduation from college he has been euFor the past five
gaged in teaching.
years he has been principal of Paria
which
under hit* tuition
High School,
has become of the \<-.ry best in the state.
He married Miss Marianna Tebbetts of
Lisbon, and they have one daughter, born
last December.
Superintendent Ciason
will continue to reside at South Paris.
In a letter to the chairman of the district board. State Superintendent Payson
Smith says: "Mr. Clanou is a young mau
who has already made a most favorable
impression upon the school work of the
state outside the commuuity in whioh he
has been engaged. He appears to me to
have many of the characteristics which
go to make a successful superintendent
of schools. His knowledge
of
the
schools of Paris and his acquaintance
with the people ought to be of great
service in the new work of supervision
that has been undertaken by your town."

j

Sneer not at the weakness
Which made a brother fall.
For the hand that lifts th > fallen
God loves the beet of all.

$3,703.81
Total amount raised
33.56
Total abatement of taxes for year
Orders drawn Nos 993 to 1038 Inclusive,. 6,14113
40.00
Salaries paid, chairman,
20 00
Second and third each,
23 00
Treasurer and clerk,

Watchman $50 per month. The Norway
Water Company discounted on the
Oct. 1st rent bill $28 75. There are
33 1-2 hydrants, one is free. There are
twelve arc lights, one of the number
free, and eighty incandescent lights paid
for and five free. The arc lights cost $55
each and incandescent lights $12. Re"Liasources of corporation $1,404.75.
bilities None Known." The fire police
make a report as does the chief engineer.
Each report presents valuable information and recommendations.
Jasper Everett enjoyed his vacation
from the U. of M. with Mr. and Mrs.
Frank E. DeCoster.
Mell Sampson has put his boats in
condition for use the coming season.
The "Zanlta," owned by Harry Downing,
has also been made ready for the summer.

has been landed on the old
opposite the A. F. Andrews
homestead. Mr. Andrews has purchased
tbe lot and will build thereon at once
It is reported that Albert C. McCrellis
will sell his grain business on Tannery
Street. Owing to poor health Mr. McCrellis finds it difficult to continue the
business. Big opening for tbe right
Lumber
Smith lot

\

une farm.
This statement should receive more than a passing notice; first,
because it is tbe only car-load lot shipped from this plaoe by the raiser in
more than ten years, and second, because several hundred car-loads should
be shipped each year. We bave a fine
soil for this purpose and much better
transportation facilities and much lower
transportation rates than the Aroostook
farinera.
The potatoes above mentioned brought
seventy cents a bushel at the depot. As
three hundred bushels were raised on a
single acre,. tbe crop was a very profitable one. Such crops mean greater
into
prosperity, more money
town and
a greater
increase in farm
values.
Through the liberality of a friend who
desires to encourage potato raising in
the town of Paris, The Oxford Democrat
will offer three prizes, a first of twentyfivo dollars, a second of twenty dollars,
and a third of fifteen dollars to tbe ones
raising the three largest number of
bushels of salable potatoes on a single
acre of laDd in the town of Paris in the
year 1909. This offer is open to all, but
the names of those intending to compete must be sent to the Democrat before
June 15th next.
The land and potatoes will be measured under the direction of some one appointed by the Oxford Democrat. In
the fall a full description of the methods
used and the results obtained by tbe
successful competitors will be published.
It is hoped that a large number will
enter into this contest and show what
can be done in Oxford County by the
use of modern methods in raisiDg pota-

brought

ΗΑΠΓΕ.

OF

SUITS of Print, waiata witb three
tooka on shoulder to gfre good falloeu,

COONTY OF OXFORD, 88.:
To the honorable Justice of the Supreme Judlclal Court next to be held at Romford, within and for iald county, on the second Tuesday
of May. A. D. 1909:
Frederick Slanenwllte of Bethel, In iald
county, husband of Rosa M. .«lauenwbite. re
spectrally represents, that hn was lawfully married to the Mid Rosa M., at Mallon Ray, In the
Province of Nova Scotia, on the first day of
of the GosSeptember, A. D. 1PM. by α Minister
pel; that they lived together as husband and
wife at NorthOeld, In the county of Lunenburg
and said Province for a period of three month»
at the end of which time the said Rosa M., his
said wife, deœrted blm without cause and lelt
him and went to parte unknown to him -t the
time; and respectfully represents and avers that

flare akirt witb flounce, all colora, 91·00

SUITS of Batiate, in Una, with blue

and green bordera, waiat trimmed with
the border to yoke depth in front, extending to belt in back, finished with
small pearl buttons, gored skirt trimmed
Belt and
with border around bottom.

$1.25

cuffs to match,

ONE PIECE DRESS,

he has never s» en or heard from her since that
t'me tbo he has made diligent search and Inquiry ; that be conducted himself as a faith ul
and affectionate husband until she deserted blm
and has since been faithful tf bis marriage vow.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may be

deep tucks, flare

atriped print

waist with

gingham,

to imitate

of

great improvement

over

FREDRICK SLAUEN WHITE.

Frederick SUueuwhite and made oath to the
truth of the above libel bv him «Igncd and especially to that part of said libel In which he avers
that the residence of his said wife is unknown to
him and thtt ho has made dlllgest search and
Inquiry in order to ascertain Hie same.
Before mr,
Η. H. HASTINGS, Justice of tbe Peace.

(seal)

County

MAINE.
For

of

I

J

j

[other

j

Men's Suits.

Separator,
complete.

Empire

Our Suits

good

materials, with good
We have
linings.

Clothier,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

...

Telephone 106-3.

MAINE!.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Copyright, 1900
The Hour· of Kapr*nhcimr:i
CllU-10

F. PLUMMER,

J.

COMPANY,

TRUST

and

Latest styles in Hats
and Caps just in.

and the special personal attention of its officers
and directors is given all matters intrusted to its
:
:
:
:
:
care and attention.

PARIS

$18

$15,
$20.

borrowers. It invites your business on a conservative banking basis, whether large or small,

...

some

$10, $12,

Prices

its

from

security

serge

values not found elsewhere.

::::::

and stable

are

They are perfectly
serges.
constructed, correctly fashioned from the smartest

offers the best security to its depositors in the
shape of clean, unimpaired, quick assets and
demands

They

prices.

made of fancy weave worsteds in olives, grays and
many shades of brown. We
black
have black clays,
cheviots and black and blue

PARIS TRUST COMPANY

THE

to

popular demand

serviceable suits at

moderate

considered in the selection

Ought first to be
of a depository.

the

good

for

designed

are

meet the

SECURITY

Marked Free!

Dog Collars

only have the largest assortment and lowprices on dog collars, but I mark them free
I also have a full
if the collar is bought of me.
line of dog fixtures, chains, leads, whips, whistles,
and padlocks.
I not

A.

F.

enUBTLEFF * CO.

A.

Γ.

8BFBTLKFF

*

IS WITH US AGAIN.
We

to

play

are

ready

for it with

complete

a

line of

the great National Game.

BASE BALLS
BATS
MITTS
GLOVES

5 cts.
5 cts.

to
to

10

cts. to

25

cts. to

MASKS, BODY PROTECTORS,
PLATES, SCORE BOOKS, ETC.

needed

everything

$1.25

each

$5.00

each

est

CO

The Base Ball Season

JAMES N. FAVOR, KesWrIucker
91 Main

St„

TSTorwav,

Malno.

$1.00 each

$3.50

HEEL

each

AND TOE

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A.

F.

F.

9HTOTLEFF A CO.

A.

8HrRTI,EFF

A

CO.

:jaiMaiittmi'imi*iH'*fiaatt,aa*a*w*a'aaaaaflaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*

SPRING AND SUMMER

MILLINERY

Announcement.
In order to meet the

have, this

The latest styles in trimmed,
untrimmed and ready-to-wear
hats. Also a complete line of
shirt waists and fancy goods.

growing

Plymouth

Miss S. M.
MARKET

These
fame

Wheeler,

quite

large variety

$3.00, $3.50

we can

do

$3

00

to

including 17

$6.00.

Youths'

years.

mit.

9 years.
The

new

Prices

$5.00

try

bank account

a

Our

as

dealings

money

a

of

more

will

a

always

The farmer who carries

and

$4.00.

a

Bank Account

Any Other

a

protection

be

as

or

liberal

balance with

us

convenience than the
safe

banking
during part of

as

credit that will lie worth much to him if he
other times.

will perthe )ear

can

make

by borrowing at

keeping

a

bank account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL B\NK

and find out for

yourselves

Don't

$12.00.

Caps, Belts, Neckwear, Underwear, Hosiery for Spring.

F. H. NOYES CO.
utb Parle

$3.50

color·

Long Trousers Suits

14 to 18 years.

is

will thus establish
more

Our prices range from
Cheaper Suits $1.50 and $2.

to

Hoots

00.

We want the business of young men, of business men and especially
want the accounts of the farmers in this section of the state.
To

no one

represented.

$4

we

farmer.

Boys' Knickerbocker Suits
well

we

Business Man.

We Have Russian and Blouse Suite

are

such

THIS BANK is fo- everyone, not for the rich alone but also for
those who have only a little and are striving to make more.

Norway.

up to and

won

Frothingham,

Much

as

show you.

only at our stores you will find "THE
WIDOW JONES" make of Boys' and Youths'
Suits. We are exclusive agents for South Paris

including

and

The Farmer Needs

it is

in ages from 4 to and

have

South Paris, Maine.

REMEMBER

and

shoes

reliable, economical and modish product that

W. O.

STORES

Those Who Have Boys Must
Be Interested I11 Our
New Spring Styles.
a

SHOES.

correctly modeled, adaptable

as a

we

SOLD THE WORLD OVER.

BLUE

It is

wishes of many patrons,
department for

take great pleasure in showing the attractive new styles and
cordially invite your inspection of the same. Come in and
see the dainty shoe styles,
they will arouse your enthusiam.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

expressed

season, established a

PATRICIAN

Oxfords

Cardinal,

[

91.00

NORWAY,

OXFORD, 88.
April 6, 1909.
Then persnna'ly appeared the abovo nimed

Wanted.

)

flare skirt and full lucked

All
and others are tucked.
GINGHAM PETTICOATS of extra
have a wide, full flounce heavy quality gingham in blue stripes,
87c
deep flounce with ruffle,
II25 around the bottom.

three

STATE OF MAINE.

j

[

plain

skirt open at aide front,

{

Early

waist,

Bethel, Maine, April β, 1909.

Science may be more effective than
the law in checking child labor in the
sardine factories of eastern Maine. E.
M. Lawrence of Lubec has been granted,
it is said, a patent on a flaking machine
to be used in connection with tbe manufacture of sardines. Mr. Lawrence's is
a

gray,

SUITS of good quality Print, in
browns, blues and greys, waist bas four
half inch tucks on each side, front plait
To try and describe each of border to match goods in fancy deof birder; plain
style would be quite useless. sign, collar and cuffs in
flounce effect,
To say that they are "Domes- flare skirt with border
tl.50
tic" is a guarantee of their
trimmed
"Bates"
of
SUITS
Ginghams,
Some
quality and fullness.
with bias bands of same and fancy butare trimmed with border of
tons; skirt has 9 inch flounce, finished
the same, others with straps, with bias bands,
12.50

WANTED.

reported

SUITS of soft Ginglmm, in blue and

JUST A WORD CONCERNING
OUR DOMESTIC WRAPPERS.

State of Mainz.
Sale.
Oxford, bs :
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. I
A.
D.
1909.
i
April 9,
At my farm in Paris, on road leadUpon thf. Foregoino Libel, ORDERED,
Paris to East Oxford,
That the Libelant give notice to tbe said ing from South
ι farm
Lioellee, to appear before tho Justice of our ι
Cream
Supreme Judicial Court, to be bolden at Rumtoes.
ford, within and for the County of Oxford, wagon, carts and rack
on the second
Tuesday of May, A. D. 19J9, by
MAUD G. GOWELL.
At Bingbam Friday night Herbert publishing an attested copy of said lbel, and this IM7
thereon, three weeks successively In the
Nettage shot his wife four times with a order
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Paris,
revolver, giving her a mortal wound, In our County of Oxford,
the last publication to
though she lived for a number of hours, be 14 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
and then made his escape. Nettage and of May, 1909, that she may there and then In
our said Court appear and show cause, if any
his wife, the latter only twenty years of she have,
Capable, neat girl for general
why the prayer of said Libelant should
Good wages to the
housework.
age, separated a short time eince, and not be granted.
GEO. E. 1IIRD,
Mrs. Nettage went from their former
Address
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
person
right
home at Lexington to work at tbe BingA true copy of the libel and order of court
MRS.' HOMER N. CHASE,
ham House. There Nettage went Fri- thereon.
Me.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, ClerV.
24 Madison St., Auburn,
day night to see her, and they bad a dis- Η.Attest:
II. Hastings, Atiy. for Llbt.
IS 17 15-17
pute with regard to who should keep
their baby, following which tbe ehootiug
As soon as the affair became
was done.
known, a large number of men engaged
in a man hunt. Nettage was found tbe
next morning, in a barn in Embden, but
as the officers were abut to take him into
custody he shot himself in the head,
dying almost instantly.

present slow and laborious hand method.
The handling of tbe flakers by tbe children is one of the objectionable features
man.
Another cave-in opposite Cole's store of that business, tbe trays being heavy
the post office is the result of work in themselves and double heavy comIn writing theee few lines I express near
main during tbe winter pared with a child's strength, when
on the steam
my feelings of the good work that is
covered with flsh.
months.
the
and
also
voice
being done,
senti-, The school committees of the towns of
ments of every prisoner in the jail. HopThe so-called simplified spelling has
j
and Waterford bave engaged
ing you will print the above and again Norway
won favor in Maine to the extent that a
Prof. L. M. Felch of Houlton as district
thanking you for space,
Maine
Center of tbe Simplified Spelling
superintendent of tbe two towns for two Board has been established.
I remain respectfully,
William T.
Felch
Prof.
1st.
commencing
Aug.
years,
One Incarcerated.
of English at Bowdoin,
is a graduate of the State Normal School Foster, professor
is chairman, and tbe list of officers inat Farmlngton and has received the de
Rowdyism.
cludes a number of other prominent
of A. M. from Colby College.
gree
ί
other
a
call
the
While returning from
educators of tbe state.
Prof. Felch has taught rural schoole in
evening I was met by three girls, youug
two years in the Abbott "Little
Maine,
them
who
asked
me
to
To Mother· In This Town.
ladies,
protect
Blue" for boys in Farmington, three
Children who are delicate, feverish and cross
from a number of boys near by who were
Riverton
High
of
as
years
principal
will get Immediate relief from Mother Gray's
troubling them. I invited them to walk : School
and superintendent of Riverton Sweet Powders for Children. They cleanse the
along with me as I was going toward schools, Nebraska.
act on the liver, making a sickly child
the
past1 stomach,
Daring
their home, saying I did not think the
strong and healthy. A certain cure for worms.
years he has taught in Ricker Sold by all druggUts, 26c. Sample Free. Adboys would molest them. We had gone twenty
15-18
Classical Institute. He has also been an dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
a few rods when we met three or four
j instructor In the Martha's Vineyard
young men, who stepped aside in a genSummer School.
Born.
tleinanly manner, as we passed. A little j The annual
meeting of the stockholdfarther on we met a group of ten or!
ers of the Norway Shoe Shop Co. as well
twelve boys who acted as if they intended
In South Paris, April 3, to tho wife of Fordyce
as tbe Sanborn Shoe Shop Co. was held I. McAllister, a son.
to block the way and not let the girls
officers
In Bethel, April 1, to the wife of Walter
The
following
The group spread out as we ap- Monday evening.
pass.
Emery, a son.
were elected, viz.:
us.
to
surround
as
if
In
intending
Oxford, March 29, to the wife of Fcrrlan
proached
President—C. F. Rldlon.
Daniel·, a daughter.
I told the girls to keep near me as we
Treasurer—H. D. Smith.
In Peru, April 7, to the wife of Wlllmer
approached the boys who were across Clerk—A. J. Stearns.
Kidder, a daughter.
Directors—C. N. Tubbs, C. M. Smith and Freeour path, and as we came near tbem they
In Rryant's Pond, April 8, to the wife of Fred
1
Jr.
F. DeShon, a eon.
began to use insulting language, then land Howe,
In
Albany, April 2, to the wife of John Lewie,
At
declared.
was
no
dividend
one boy made a dash at one of the girls Last year
a «on
cent,
as if he intended to strike her, or grab this meeting a dividend of four per
In Brownfleld, March, to the wife of Louis
Chandler, a danghler.
hold of her, and just as he touched her was declared, payable May 1st.
In Lovell, April 1, to the wife of Herbert MoThe following sextons have been apmy hand came down with a grip on his >
a
i Keen, daughter.
shoulder which sent him off in another pointed:
G. French,
Greene.C.
E.
F.C.
W.
dis·;
D.
made
Goodwin,
and
he
tracks
lively,
direction,
Married.
Cyrus Woodsum.Orln Brown and Β. E. Kimball. I
appearing in the darkness.
This opened the way and the young > Surveyors of wood, bark, etc:
In Sonth Paris. April β, bv Bev. J. H. LIUle,
ladies went on to their home. I then | Ira Wood, J. P. Culllnan, David Flood, J. Ε
James B. Frost, C. A.' Mr. Daniel C. Foster of Bethel and Miss Nanturned to the group of boys, asking them Marston, W.J.Hascall,
nette A. Abbott of Bumford.
Pride and C. A. Frost.
Two of them told a
some questions.
In South Paris, April 7, by Bev. J. II. Little,
viewers:
Mr. Arthur Leroy Sanderson and Miss Jennie
deliberate lie, then I talked to tbem in a Fence
A.
Bell
Wm.
Cole.
Hamlin, both of Waterford.
Ivln
A
Brown,
way which I think they will not forget.
in West Paris, April 6, by Ο. K. Yates, Esq.,
If either of these boys again molests Cutters of hoope and staves:
Mr. Neleon A. Perham of Woodstock and Mies
Emma E. Verrill of Paris.
the same or any other young ladies, in i W. 8. Partridge.
daytime or night, and I know it I shall Inspector of buildings:
take steps to land them in the reform
Horace Pike.
Oled.
school.
Sealer of weights and measures:
It would be well for tome of the
In Augusta, April 8, Orange F. Small of Parle,
C. 8. Llbby.
parents to ascertain what their boys are
aged 67 years.
In South Parle, April β, Mrs. Luclla S„ wife of
Their Special police:
doing on the street nights.
H. McAllister.
Uoorge W. Cook, aged 65 years.
daughters cannot go out without being John W. f'rlnce and 8eth
In South Paris, April 12, Archie L. Parlln,
Robert K. Bickford, having sold liis
insulted by boys from some other home,
aged about 23 years.
make
will
in
the
inierests
business
In Lovell, April 9, lease B. McAllister, aged 50
older
some
West,
unless accompanied by
per- ;
Rev. J. H. Little,
son.
j his home in Norway. Withthetbe other years.
In Peru, March 31, Charles Kidder, sged 70
brothers he will engage in
develop-1 years.
ment of the Maine gem business.
In Mexico, April 8, F. A. Balch, aged 32 years.
Mrs. George W. Cook.
William M. Noble has gone to St. I In Aubnrn, Aprils, Mrs Myrtllla Lucas, forof Sumner, aged 79 years.
Mrs. Luella S., wife of George YV.
merly
Mary's General Hospital, Lewiston, for ^ In Denmark, March 28, Louise, wife of AusCook, of South Paris, died at bor home treatment.
tin Wentworth, aged 64 years.
Tuesday, April 0 She had been in fail·
In Bethel, April 4 Infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Freeland Howe, Jr., and wife, are
Walter Emery, aged 3 days.
ing»heaith for a year and a half, bat her passing tbe week in Boston.
In Hartford. April 7, Mrs. Cynthia (York)
final eevore illness was of only a few
W. P. Cullinan has returned from Blsbee, aged about 70 years.
days' duration, being brought on by an Boston after a very pleasant visit of two i In Hebron, April 6, Malcolm, Infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Bearcc.
attack of the grippe.
weeks.
Mrs. Cook was the daughter of the J
Albert DeCoteau left for Fulton Ferry, j
late William Cooper of Paris, and was j New
York, the first of the week. He j
Besides her husborn Sept. 17, 1843.
has work on a big pulp mill.
two
children.
survived
is
she
by
band,
Winslow H. Cook of Old Orchard, and
Kitchen girl, at Hotel Andrews,
Maine News Notes.
Mrs. Luella Smiley, who lias made her
South Paris.
»5
home with her father and mother. She
also has one sister, Mrs. Sieberling of
Eben M. Haraor recently oelebrated ;
M.
Buckfield. and four brothers, Fred
hie 87th birthday by taking bis initia· I
Seed Potatoes for Sale.
Cooper and Herbert Cooper of Buckfield, torv degree in the West Eden Grange.
and
White Alof
White Buffalo.
Norway,
William E.
Cooper
Charles W. Cooper of Taunton, Mass.
Nichols, aged 20, died at MillI- bino, large cropper, strong
Joseph
Mrs. Cook had long been a member of nocket Tuesday from injuries received
vines, unexcelled for table use, spraythe Baptist church, and her funeral, by being drawn between two rollers in
ed. Price $i per bushel. Also Barwhich was held at the house Thursday the mill of the Great Northern Paper Co.
Rock, brown eggs for
afternoon, was attended by Rev. J. E. He lived six and a half hours after the red
Cochrane of Brunswick, a former pastor accident.
hatching, 75c. per 13, $4.50 per 100.
and
of the Sou'h Paris Baptist church,
JOHN SMALL,
The new state school for the feeble
R*'v. T. N. Kewley of the Methodist
South Paris, Me.
over
has
now
the
Intervale
at
minded
thirty
was
There
church.
singing by
R. F. D. 2, Box 9.
I5tf
Schubert ladies'quartette, of which Mrs. inmates, all that can be accommodated
Smiley is a member, Mrs. Briggs taking with the present equipment. A large 1
for
admission
number of applications
Mrs. Smiley's place.
Can You See the Sturgis LawP
have had to be refused,
IF NOT CALL ON
For.
Asked
Liquor Injunctions
Harry Verrlll of Anburn, aged 28,
J*.
A.
bills
eommitted suicide by shooting in the
County Attorney Parker has filed
DR. OP OPTICS.
in equity asking for injunctions against lower Maine Central depot at Lewiston
Eye* Pitted Correctly. Examination Free.
buildtwo
of
the owners and occupants
Thursday forenoon. He was a respected
Hotel
A postal will bring him to ^ oar hou«e.
ings in Rumford, restraining them from citizen of Anburn, and had apparently Andrew*, South Paris, all week of April 12.
Maine.
Llebon
1β4
sale
of
Street,
J.cwleton,
Office,
for
the
No
health
and
the
liquor.
in
buildings
been
good
spirits.
using
One is at 221 Waldo Street, owned by cause for the suicide is given.
NOTICE.
Gilbert Prévost and occupied by Bert
Representative Josiah Chase of Tork, in the District Court of the United Siatee for tha
Gordon; the other at 49 Canal Street,
divisthe
his
best
to
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
prevent
owned by Dr. George Cheney and Mrs. who fought
)
Emma Cheney and occupied by James ion of his town in the legislature just In the matter of
EDWARD C. BRAN,
| In Bankruptcy,
adjourned, but was defeated, was given
Gallagher.
of Hebron, Bankrupt. )
and
his
return
after
and
a
home,
is
1st,
banquet
April
The date of the suits
To the creditor· of Edward C. Bean, In the
the date of the hearing on the prelimi- presented by his townsmen with a lov- County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is horebv given that on the 10th day of
ing cup in recognition of his efforts.
nary injunction is April 12, at Auburn.
April, A. D. 1900. the said Edward C. Bean
Mrs. Mary A. Harmon was fatally was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrat
Resolutions
meeting of his creditor* will be held at the office
burned at her home in Buxton Monday, ! of
the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
of Buckfield Grange, No. 438.
dying early the next morning.. Mrs.1 on the 38th day of April, A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
time the said creditors
Whereas, In view of the loss wo have Harmon was alone in the hoose, and was In the forenoon, at which
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
sustained by the death of our friend and doing her washing, when her apron | trustee,
examine the bankrupt, and transact
brother, Merritt Parsons, and by the still caught fire. The nearest neighbor is a ! such other buMnessaa may properly come beheavier loss sustained by those who were quarter of a mile or more away. While fore said meeting.
South Paria, April 10,1909.
nearest and dearest to him; therefore be her clothing was on fire she pumped a
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankrupt™.
of water and succeeded in putting
it
pail
tribute
a
but
is
was
terriit
she
That
not
until
just
but
ont
the
Resolved,
fire,
It was some time before ;
to the memory of the departed to say, bly burned.
NORTH AMERICAN
that in regretting his removal from our any one came along so she could secure
ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO,
midst, we mourn for one who was in assistance, and both the nearest doctors
917 LaflalU St., Chleago, Illinois.
every way worthy of our respect and re- were away from home, so that it was !
Assets Dec. », 1908.
gard; a citizen whose utmost endeavors some hours before medical treatment ; Mortage loans,
$ 118,908 67
Mrs. Harmon leaves Collateral Loans
were exerted for the welfare and pros- could be secured.
44,900 00
861,153 30
perity of the community in which he a husband and a son and a daughter, ! etockaand Bonds,
29
Bank
Office
and
77,Νβ
Cash
In
lived.
adnlts.
both
80,184 94
Agents' Balance*
Resolved. That heartfelt testimonial of
6,see S3
Interest and Bent*
our sympathy and sorrow be forwarded
1
"I'D RATHER DIE, DOCTOR,
Groa· Asset*
$ β52,ββ7 M
to the wife and daughters of our deL. Deduct Items not admitted
M.
said
cnt
feet
have
than
off,"
7,698 06
my
of
these
parted friend, and that a copy
of Prinoeville, III., "bnt you'll,
026 069 47
Asset·
resolutions be spread upon the records Bingham
I
Admitted
die from gangrene (which bad eaten |
Liabilities Dec. SI, 1908.
of this grange.
away eight toes) if you don't," said all1
Mbs. J. P. Packard, Committee
· 28,099 66
Buoklen'n Net Unpaid Losses
doctors. Instead—he used
114.988 29
on
Unearned
Premiums,
Cynthia Libby,
Salve till
21,660 40
wholly onred. Its All other Liabilities,
J Resolutions. Arnica
A. W. Libby,
aoooono
Fever Sores, Boils, Cash Capital,
cures of Eczema,
13
all
Liabilities
260,323
over
Bums and Piles astound the world. 25o Surplus
Bar Harbor's anti-automobile law is at P. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s.
62δ,0βΜ7
and
$
Liabilities
Total
Surplus,
to be tested. An automobile agent the
Β. A. CUBTIS, Agent,
Romford, Maine.
day drove a car into town over a
Events.
Coming
Excellent territory throughout New England
and
and
fined,
was
arrested
closed road,
sellera.
Terms right.
Our
policies
easy
open.
1
be taken as
Tornartlculara apply to
appealed. The case will law
court for April 22.—itate Highway Commissioner's road
ΑΟΚΝΟΥ COMPANY,
the
to
EASTERN
NORTH
as
possible
speedily
meeting, South Paris.
Manager, Eastern Department,
adjudication aa to the constitutionality July 7.—Reunion of teachers and paplls of
16 Liberty Street, New York City.
North Paris school.
of the law.
And pray for the wretched prisoners
All over the land to-day,
That a holy hand In pity
May wipe their sins away.

Our Spring Line of Domestic Wrappers and Shirt Waist Suits is complete. "The Domes·
Our assortment is much larger than
tic" make is the best in Style, Fit and Workmanship.
ever before.

leff A Co.'·.

•TATE

WRAPPERS AND SHIRT WAIST SUITS.

1

UP BEFORE THE BAB.
Ν. H. BrowD. an attorney of Pittafleld,
"We'have need Dr. King'·
Α ΓΒΙΖΕ. FOR PARIS FARMER· WORTH Y t., write·:
New Life Pilla for year· and find tbem
THEIR EKDEAVOR.
•nob a good family medicine we wouldn't
be .without them." For Chill·, ConatI·
Lut fall there was shipped from South pation, Billoutnefta or bick Headache
Paris one car-load of potatoes raised oo they work wondera, 25c at P. A. ShurtFor Beet Acre of Potatoes.

Norway

delay

how safe, convenient and easy it is.

but mail your deposit TO-DAT.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of
CASTORIA

Norway,

For Infants and Children.

Til KM YnHiii Alius Bm(M

Maine.

®ears Λβ

istr

HOW WELL VOU LOOK
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking welL The
"
"
true
Atwnfi Bitten are the one remedy .that you can
L F.
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in
condition that means good health. 35 cents a bottle at dealers.

perfect

The Land of
Puzzledom.

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.
Correspondence topics of latenat lotte ladle·
Ueoftotted. Addnee: editor HomiAIUi
oa

Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paris, Me.

Recipes of

No. 444.—What Am If

Lu bee, Me.
"
I would advise every familv to keep the 'L F.' Ahiufilitter»
ia their hume. For sick headache, it is a valuable remedy. It b
all that it claims to be."
—Nina B. Ramsdh..
West

«

Blscoe District

Lady.

MOCK SAUSAGE.

Judge Oroucnp'· Filth.
Judge Peter S. Grosscup, of the Unit-

ed St*tee Circuit Court of Appeals, contributed an impreulve nrtiole to the
Deoember number of The North American Review entitled "God, If an and Immortality." The article 1· In effeot a reto the article bj the late Governor,
ι. H. Chamberlain, entitled "Some Conclusion· of a Pree-Thinker," which appeared in a recent number of the Review.
Judge Grosse α ρ contends that materialistic theories of the universe, such as
Haeokel'a, being mere déductions from
faots scientifically aaoertalned, have no
more claim to be regarded as scientific
than a spiritual theory of the universe
deduced from facts which are also scientifically ascertained. That the material
reeouroee and foroes of the world were

Eljr

I have feet, but no legs or toee. My
Soak dry breed In water; takes·much
feet are In constant use. yet I caa oold meat, chopped floe, as you have
mix and aeaion with salt, pepper
neither run nor walk, and I am neither bread,
and sage. Make in email cakee and fry.
quadruped or biped, though 1 hare
FRIED STUFFING.
been known to stand upright. Part of
Take the desired quantity of dry
me le attacl^d to nearly every church,
bread, soak in oold water and squeeze
dwelling bouse or prfeon, and part 01 ont as dry as possible. Season with
me—yes, sometimes my whole In formel pepper, salt and poultry seasoning. I
ana add
limes—too often beat a lad. 1 might be parboil a slice of salt pork, obop
placed in the world by a designing into the staffing and it makes an improvetelligence, he thinks, is almost convincused as a means of defense for want
ON
in
butter
or nice drippings.
C.
over
office
ment;
fry
his
be
at
Will
ingly suggested by the fact that these
of a stouter weapon, but my right place
resources and foroes are of no practical
FRITTERS.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St., and use are in peaceful commerce.
Two cups of dry bread orumbe soaked value except to man, and that man has
in two cups of sour milk squeezed been endowed with the ability to disNo. 446.—Th· Fish Market.
cover and use them for his advantage.
ΙΟ Α. X. to « P. X.
through a vegetable masher. Add one
Grosscap concludes:
teaspoon of cream-of-tartar and one of Judge
"I have excluded from this paper every
At Rumford, Friday,
of salt, one and one-half
soda, a
consideration based on Revelation or
examined free and all Glasses I
cups of
ope egg; beat well and fry Faith. I have dealt with the
subject as
as any fritters.
this
1
by
adding
vary
clean
and
warranted
if
to close out odd patterns
one-half cup of corn meal or graham in- if there were no Inspired Word—as
stead of the last one-half cup of flour, so the world knew nothing of a Son of Man
stock.
Lisbon
St.,
At
Home
Office,
up
31
who at the same time was a Son cf God.
have corn fritters or graham.
Bnt I do not wish it to be understood
Lewiston, every day except
DARK PUDDING.
that this Jesus of Nazareth is not to me
NOTICE.
Two cups of bread crumbs, one cup of a sufficient foundation on which to rest,
The subscriber hereby Rives notice that she
eour milk, (or nearly sour), one-half cup in abiding security, my belief In the
hits been duly appointed administratrix of the
of molasses, spice to taste, two table- world to come. When I turn over in
estate of
spoons sugar, one large elice of raw salt thought the words some great man utHARRY c. rORBKS, late of Buckfleld.
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
pork chopped, one teaspoon of soda, tered to his contemporaries—a Cromwell,
All
persons having
t>onde as the law directs.
pinch of salt and two cops of flour. a Washington, or a Lincoln—and then
Corner Main and Danforth
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Steam two hours. This makes three one reflect what those words and that man
desired to present the same for settlement, and
a:i Indebted thereto are requested to make
subsequentlyaccomplished, a new belief
pound coffee cans full.
payment Immediately.
attaches to their truth and wisdom.
IDA M. FORBES.
March 16th. im
BREAKFAST CEBEAL.
And so it is also when I turn over in my
Toast
some dry bread by putting in mind the word given to us by this Jesus
IVOTICK.
NOTICE.
A flsh dealer placed the above chart the
then
a
food
run
it
of
Nazareth. He was born of parents
oven,
through
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I
The subscriber hereby (fives notice that she
In the shop window and said: "Exι· ιΊΐ
chopper; eat it warm for breakfast who, but for Him, would have lived and
duly appointed administrator with the
has been July appointed administratrix of the
will annexed of the last will and testament of
amine the chart, and you will find with cream and sugar.
died a mere carpenter and bis wife. He
estate of
JANE GREEN, late of Woodstock,
GEORGE C. MORRILL, late of Miuiner,
twelve flsh. You may move up, down
Îtever set foot outside a province of the
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
BUTTER ΤΟΑ8Τ.
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
Roman Empire, that, in its day, was as
AU persons having bonds as the law directs. AU persons having and slanting, using same letter any
bonds as the law directe.
Toast dry bread in the oven, dip in hot little taken notice
the estate of said deceased arc
demands against the estate of said deceased demandstoaicalnst the same for settlement, an 1 number of times, but you must not
of, by the rest of the
•lentred
in
for
present
set
same
seulement,
it
in
a
dish
can
the
water, put
are deslredlo present
you
world, as is one of the small islands of
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- skip."
of
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make
the
oven.
Take
one-fourth
pound
And he
the Philippine Archipelago.
ment Immediately.
butter and two cupe of hot water, let the
A. MONT CHASE.
March 16th. 1909.
KATIE B. MORRILL.
passed out of this life unmentioned in
No. 446.—Triple Acrostic.
butter melt, thon pour over the toast and
the
mention
for
any writing of His time,
2. The name of a set in the oven for a few minutes.
1. A negative.
This
is probably an interpolaby
Joeephus
A
4.
poet is better if made of milk.
N. £. D.
Jud^e of Israel. 3. To help.
tion. But His Life and His Word 'have
and yet but three-fourths of poet.
divided the world into two'; everything
Other Recipes.
Initials spell: The tongue or pole of
that has come after Him is His; everya cart.
thing that shall come after us increasthe trade-mark
!tt«W
Centrals spell: A medley.
COLLATA PUDDING.
ingly His. More than all the other
forces of civilization, more than the
Finals spell: A strong stream or curOne
of
fino
one
the
chocolate,
square
contains
cup
only hydraulic
on a bag of cement, means that it
combined lives of the world's great men,
rent.
cracker
one large tablespoon of
crumbs,
His Life and His Word have remade the
cement in the world made by EXACT scientific methods.
Initials and finals connected: A low butter, one cup milk boiled, one-half cup
world. Why should not I, turning back,
tide.
sugar, one teaspoon vanilla, the whites
as I often do, with a new faith to the
of four eggs. Grate the chocolate, mix
words of the world's great men who
it with the cracker, add the butter and
No. *47.—Deletion.
have done great things, turn back to the
and
mix
Add
the
hot
Jones
and
ox®
milk,
thoroughly.
Young Η art! up rushed In
Life and the Words of Him, who not
and
whites
of
beaten
for a "five."
vanilla,
sugar,
egge
has done great things, but has reThen said, with an affable grin,
Boil in a buttered melon only
very light.
made the world, with an abiding faith
"I feared you were out, so. as sure'· mould one hour.
in their inspired truth?"
you're alive,
ORANGE PUDDING.
I'm devilish glad you are In."

Dr. Austin Tenney,

A LOW PRICE

Oculist,
Norway

—

—

Carpets

Wool

Friday, April 16th,

Eyes

April 9th.

satisfactory.

Fridays.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

H

Er

| A

Er

PORTLAND

Ri>

D

Ν

Kb

MAINE.

Raw materials tested automatically for cementing properties every
minute as they come from crushers—mixture proportioned on the
in lo:>.
teiis to make every pouiui always the same strength—burned
kilns at uniform temperature, so never over o:
undtibumecl—then powdered

Uniformly Fine

as

Thought Jones, with
out the "tin,"

a

sigh,

ae

he

forked

"I am two, so there Isn't a doubt
That had 1 been out I would have been

In.

But aince I

am

In I

am

out."

No. 448.—Rebus Puzzle.

Flour

Most economical because it binds 10°o more
sand than any other on the market. Ask the
dealer why or send direct to us for free booklets.

EDISON

Sold

>ORTLAND

CEMENT
PAN
k COM

iNfW VilLACl^
H J

-y.""

Ill-King Philip's
Part II.

By

Albert

War

OR were the English
idle under tbe assault
Companies of troop·

from Plymouth and
Massachusetts Bay

A.W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

From the dark kitchen there emanated
cup sugar, grated rind of one orange,
cup orange juice and pulp, yolks of a series of thumps and angry exclamafour eggs well beaten, four tablespoons tion. Jones was looking for the cat.
fine cracker crumbs, one cup milk. Bake
"Pa!" called the son from the stairin a deep dish lined with paste. Beat way.
the whites of the eggs with half a cup of
"Go to bed and let me alone," blurted
sugar. Spread over the top, and color Jones. "I've just barked my shins."
"Pal" insisted Tommy after a moslightly.
ment's silence.
CREAMED WALNUTS.
"Well what is it? Didn't I tell you to
The white of one egg, and an equal
amount of cold water, one teaspoon of keep quiet?"
"I—I didn't hear your shins bark."
lemon or vanilla. Beat until thoroughly
And the next moment Tommy was
mixed, then beat in confectioner's sugar,
with a
until the
is stiff
to being pursued by an angry sire

dough

enough

Break off the pieces the size of hard hair brush.
nutmeg, roll them till smooth and
Not So

mould.

a

Easy as
stopping at

it

Seemed.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing ol
A

good

stock of Machine

machine work and

plumbing.

Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost at
as a dally, and your Kural Free Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Dailj

ia a

food

AS

Tribune, which is

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have nol
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The
regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

Philip

DAILY

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos
Large

s

Organs.

Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

The picture shows how to cut the
pup to make him run.
No. 439.—Enigma: Court.
No. 440.—Easy Disentanglements: 1.
Aleppo. 2. Garden. 3. Skipping. 4.
Yelps, β. Arbutus. 0. Spaniel.
No. 441.—Ten of My Kin:
Pekln,

laiupkin. pumpkin, napkin, bumpkin,
jerkin, buskin, firkin, gherkin, bodkin.
No. 442.—Numerical Enigma: Man,
get, ore. mango tree, man, ore.
No.

443.—Hidden

General

—

Words:

Sbenf, helmet, engine, racket, mallet,

abacus, net—Sherman.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Foley'· Honey and Tar Is a safeguard
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175·
to ouy for New Year's present.
against serious results from spring colds,
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and which inflame the lunge and develop
into pneumonia. Avoid counterfeits by
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
insisting upon having the genuine
a good trade in musical instruments.
Foley's Honey and Tar, which contains
no harmful drugs.
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

W. J. Wheeler,

ae

it is

mild, pleasant

the whites of three eggs, one and one-half
cups of flour, one teaspoon
baking-

powder.

SILVER

CAKE.

One-balf cup butter, one cup sugar,
the yolks of four eggs, one whole egg,
one-balf cup milk, one teaspoon lemon,
two cups flour, one teaspoon bakingpowder. Mix In the order given and
bake in two shallow pans.
CHOCOLATE CAKE.

,

One cup batter, two cups sugar, three
whole eggs and whites of two eggs, one
cup milk, three and a half cups floor,
one-half teaspoon soda, one teaspoon of
cream-of-tartar.
Bake, and frost with
chooolate icing.
CHOCOLATE

ICING.

Whites of two eggs with sugar enough
to stiffen. Three tablespoons of melted
chocolate and one teaspoon vanilla.

Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Doors, Windows, Frames,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Turpentine,

Freight

its uni-

hour at the mills,
form quality is guaranteed.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
High

13tf

Optioian.

NORWAY, MAINE.

as con-

stipation, lack

_

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job-

No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
L. M. Longloy,
Maine.
Vorway,

PROOF.

8ΗΛΜΟΚΙΝ. PA., Sept. 14, '03.
I wish to thank you for the good
Gentlemen
I Uave suffered
that "Bloodine" hue done ine.
with RheumaUsm and Kidney trouble for year»,
and have tried a crreat many remedies, with little
or no results until I wat advised by Dr. L. (Volverton to trv your Bloodine.
Well, In three day· ( was able to'work, and
can truthfully say that "Bloodine" le tbe greatI can recommend
est remedy I ever heard of.
It to all suflerers.
JOSEPH KRAMER.
No. SOS N. Shamokln St.
Rheumatism is caused by uric acid in
tbe blood.
Cast this acid out of the body and you
are at once cured.

FREE.

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
bay

state:

Liquid Paint.
MADE IN NEW ENdLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.
For Sale by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Parla.

Sample Card· Free.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all licreons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation. In
antl for the County of Oxford, on the iith day ol
March, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine, the following matter
having lieen presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ouukkkd:
That notice thereof be given to hII persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Ox
for· 1 Democrat, a newspaper published at South
In
said
Paris,
County, that they may appear at a
i'robatc Court to be held at said Parii, on the
third Tuesday of April, Α. I). 1909, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be hoard thereon 11

they

see cause:

Mary P. Wcntworth, late of Hrowndeld,
dcccated; petition for llc -n*e to β·Ί1 and convey
real estate presented by Arthur Merrill and
William II. wentworth, executois.

Virgil II. Whitman et «la, minor heirs ol
liuxea B. Whitman, I it of Mexico, dcccascd;
petition for license to nell and convey real estate
presented by Kandall L. Taylor, guardian.
Edward E. Allen, lite of Puris, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by James
Q. Allen, administrator.
Baatlnl Maclilgnonl, IatPofRumforl.de
ceaseil ι petition for order to distribute balance
remaining lp his hand· presented by iienry T.
itowe, administrator.
ADDISON K. MERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed exccutrlx of the last
will and testament of
MEKRITT PARSON'S, late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
bavins demands against the estate of said deceased are doaired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
HANNAH J. M. PARSONS.
March 10th, 1909.

60

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

Rheumatism

....

Demon·
Copyright· Ac.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether as
Invention Is probably P» ten tablet Communications strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
tent free. Oldest agency for sccurtncpatenu.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. nmIti
IkllUUb VUUIRU,
not it t, without
charge. In tb·
JflKH ΙΜ/ΙΚΓ,
iptclal
w

IM kUV

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Imamat circulation of any sclentlOo Journal. Terms, IS ■
year; fonr months, |L Sold by all newsdoalera.

rçffltéKïssdfeiï1

DO YOU WANT TO GO TO COLLEGE?
If
ao we can
you. We have alreadv put hundreds thro: gh college by means of our plan.
Write to-day for full Information regarding our
offer of a free scholarship In any school or coll»ge. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, 29-31 East
23d Street, New Yoik City.

help

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY,

Toronto, Dominion of Canada.
ASSETS DEC. 31, .908.
Stocka and Bonds
$1,*>3,343 48
designed to cure Rheumatism only.
Cash In Office and Rank,.
13»,*90 31
Uric-0 is sold by druggists at 75o. and
inta' Balances,
314,730 31
s Receivable,
7,833 52
A liberal sample may
91.00 tbe bottle.
Interest ami Rente
24,834 <M
be procured by writing to the 8mlth
Gross Assets
$2,1*4,632»
Drng Co., 220 Smith Blag., Syracuse, N.
recomY. Uric-0 is sold and
ν
Admitted Assets
$2,184,632 20
mended by F. A. Sburtleff ά Co.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1908.
Uric-0 is sold and recommended by F.
$ 218,718 99
Unpaid Loaaea
A. Shurtleff A Co. at 75c. and 91-00 tbe Net
Unearned Premiums
1,223,376 40
bottle. Tbey will fnrniib samples and A11 other Liabilities,
21,997 65
207,000 00
literature upon request or tbe same can : Cash Capital, Deposit Capital,
16
over alR Liabilities,
513,542
Surplus
be obtained by writing to Tbe Smith.
Drag Co., 290 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, ! Total LlablllUea and Surplus,
$3,184,612 90
I 13-15
Ν. Y.

air

personally

I

4β.545«0
00

Κ7θΛ">7 Ά
2l,24i><il
fis
11.7

■■

10

1,07" M

Ι**),::» η

Grose Aaeete
Deduct Items not admitted

iJ 17

Admitted Asaeta,

Liabilities Dec.
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities

31,1906.

$ W9,2.'l «1
$

4.1* 7 -t
1
51.772 Μ

324,"

100,
517,Mi 24

Caata Guaranty Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

$ W9,22l Ί
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W. B. TARBOX. rrreburg.
Agent*. c g fOLM AN A CO., South Par!»
1315

Bankrupt's Petition

for

In the matter of
LOUIS N> TALBOT,

Discharge.

)

Jin Bankrupt.:;,

Bankrupt. )

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge 0f the in*
trlct Court or the United Suites for the Dl«r!< t
of Maine:
N. TALBOT, of Bumford. In me
County of Oxford, and State of Μκΐι,«,
In said District, respectfully représenté, that
on
the 7th day of April, last paet, he «»·
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Act- of
that Ik 'u«
Congress relating to
duly surrendered all bla property and right* ;
all the
with
hae
and
fully compiled
pro|>ert>-,
requirements of said Acta and of the order- of
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
That he may be !«·
Wherefore lie prays,
creed by the Court to have a full discharge fr. u
il l
all debts provable against his estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exsuch
law
from
discharge.
cepted
Dated this 20th day of March, A. D. 190ά

LOUIS

Maine, es.
On this 27th day of March, A. D. 1909, on rea !
the
foregoing petition, It la—
lng
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing 1>β n 11
the
same on the lHth day of April, A l>
upon
before said Court at Portland, In *aM I
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and ti α
notice thereof be published In the Oxfori I»·· η
In said District, a 1
ocrât, a newspaper
that all known creditor», and other person- :α
Interest, may appear at the said time and ρ
and ehow cause, If any thev hare, why the |>ra
er of said |>et1tloner should not be granted
And It le further ordered by the Court, Tint
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known < r>
Itors copies of said petition and this order, a
dressed to them at tnelr places of residence ■■■>
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Γ-.rt
land, in asld District, on the 27th day of Mar<
A. D. 190».
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
[L. S.J
A true cony of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk

printed

notice.
Mrs. A. C. Taintor, Colchester, Conn.,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
writes that a free sample bottle of Bloodlast
ine helped her when she was all run has been duly appointed executrix of the
will and testament of
down. Bloodine is a body builder and
JAMES C. ST Κ A UNS, late of Lovell,
persom
system tonic of wonderful merit, and if In the County of Oxford, deceased. All
having demands against the estate of said deyou have not tried it, you should to-day. ceased
are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make pavment immediately.
The greatest system Tonio in the
March 16th, 1909. MILDRED D. 8TEARNS.

antidotes for the rheumatic acid poison
in the system, and the secret of its wonderful success lies in the fact that it is

Real Eatate
Mortgnge Loanc
Stocke and Bonde,
Cash In Office anil Bank
A (tenta' Balancée
Interest ami Bents
All other Aaeets,

life»,

Painful in its mildest form, quickly
an agony or torture if neglected. When you feel the first pain
in the muscles, the first slight stiffk
ness in the joints take Bloodine.
acts immediately on the Blood and
published
Nerves, and will positively cure
Rheumatism, however severe.

becoming

Halem, Hui.
Dec. 31,1908.

District or

EXPOSURE BRINGS ON

Rheumatism.

In

LOUIS N. TALBOT, Bankrupt.

35c., 50c., $1.00—Af all dealer's
new

J

Co.,

Mutual Fire Insurance

ORDER OF WOTICE TIIERKO.V

58 years.

A

Holyoke

by

Equally good for adults.
use

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

»

TRIE'S
ELIXIR

In

L, M. TUFTS,

Bankruptcy;

of appetite, listlessness, irritable temper,
feverishness, foul breath
and worms, give

FBEE.

TUK END OF KINO PHILIP.

LowestPricesmOxfordGounty.

Complainte

It was a deathwomen and children.
blow to the Xarragansett nation.
it was also the turning point of tbe
war, for. though Philip continued bis
depredations during the spring of 1676.
His I
he was tlghtlng a losing battle.
His wife
men fi ll by the hundreds.
and only son were captured. This lit-

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

AcmU

HILLS,

ForChlldren'
such

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

Wanted.

|

WTNSLOW'B CAMPAIGN.

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

in

A11 person· having dogs liable to be taxed In I
the year 11)09 In the town of Parle and wish to
retain the number they had In the year 1MM,1
must call and have auch dogs taxed immediately,
The
aa 1 shall retain no numbers after May 1st.
law distinctly states that all dog· must be 1
licensed by April letW. J. WHEELER, Clerk of Parle.
14tf

Jeweler and Graduate

Mouldings

&

TO OWNERS OP DOOS.

Otfefield 11, Oxford.

rate· h low a· other lines.

Picture Frames

rOB SALE—BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK
eggs for batching, from premium registered
β took.
$1.00 per netting of 13. N. P. Snell, Cum·
14-16
mlnge boarding house, Norway.

Λ situatioo aa an experienced nuree.
Write to Mrs. A. E. Towneend, Oxford,
Maine, R. P. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
Burns, New England 12 4, Oxford and

principal

aaln at

on

week

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Ν. D. Bolster & Co.

The Patient (fiercely)—You've I
sage—
sot a hump like a camel and a chest
like α doughnut, and 1 don't believe,
with legs like those, you could stop an
elephant up an alley, let alone a pig
But. hang It. man, do you want to l>f I
reminded of it every time you get a I
shave?—New Orleans Times-Oemocrat

from his warriors. But as he ran one
"Where was he struck by the autoof his own uien shot him dead. Capmobile?" asked the coroner.
"At the junction of the dorsal and tain Church rut off his head, had his
world.
cervical verebrae," answered the surgeon. body quartered and sent the mutilated
"Will you please point out on the corpse of the last and greatest of New
map," asked the coroner indicating one Eugland Indian sachems to Plymouth
Sick kidneys are positively cured by
that bang on the wall.
in triumph.
Bloodine.
Thus ended King Philip's war. InDo you have that dark brown taste in
was forFREE—To prove the wonderful mérita of
your month every morning when yon dian power in New England
Bloodine we will mall a large sample bottle
awake? If so you are bilious and should ever crushed. The white man had at
to anyone sending 10 cents In silver or
take two or three of those little Bloodine last won the land for himself.
Liver Pills, easy to take, never sicken,
stamps for postage. Address, The Bloodine
weaken or gripe, 25c. mailed by The
All on th· Square.
Company, Boston, Mass.
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Cut out In pai>er or cardboard four
Cook—What a slow-going old fellow pieces of eech of the three patterns
Cannot be Cured
Pokerley was; he always seemed to pick
out the longest way of doing a thing.
Unless Uric-0 is Used.
Ashley—Yes, that's right; even when
he committed suicide he lay along the
track so the freight train would pass
Sudden Deaths, Heart Failure and
over bim lengthwise.
Paralysis Are Caused by Poisonous
(Jrlc and Rheumatic Acids.
During the spring every one would be
benefitted by taking
Foley's Kidney
Remedy. It furnishes a needed tonic to
the kidneys after the extra strain of winThe Rbeumatic person is skeptical reter, and it purifies the blood by stimugarding tbe claims of almost any remedy
lating the kidneys, and causing them to shown In this diagram and ao arrange advertised as a cure for Rheumatism and
eliminate the impurities from it. Fo- the twelve as to form a perfect square. one can scarccly blame him for being so.
ley's Kidney Remedy imparts new life
All tbe plasters and liniments combined
and vigor. Pleasant to take.
F. A.
never actually cured a case of RheumaSad Enough.
Shurtleff & Co.
tism. Tbey may relieve it in one quarter
home
I
must go
tonight' but it is sure to b/eak out somewhere
"No, boys;
The Angry Mother—You've got an
"Why?"
The only true way to cure Rheuelse.
awful nerve to ask me to give you back
"It Is my wedding night."
matism U to drive It from tbe system,
your ball when yon nearly killed one of
I
"Poor fellow! Naturally you do not for as long as tbe Uric and Rbeumatic
my children with it.
Acid remains in tbe blood, one is never
The Boy—Well, ma'am, yon've got ten feci Mice celebrating."
entirely free from tbe tronble. Uric-0
children and we've got only one ball.
seeks ont tbe Rheumatic poison in (be
When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
blood, muscles and kidneys, renders it
Do this with your children.
has cured so many cues of Rheumatism,
inert and harmless and drives it out of
It is composed of perfect
the system.
why do you suffer with this terrible

pain instantly.

Through ticket·
railroad station·.

Tested every half

Hurt Worse Than the Razor.
The Barber-You've got a nasty, deep
lot of crow's feet, sir, and them Hups
runuln* down from the corners of the
A mas
mouth is somethln' tierce.

Isade, burned tbe wig wains and food
supplies and slaughtered or captured
fc.r slavery about 1,000 Indians—men,

u,,

Returning

projectile]

spring.

p.

Leave Union Wharf, Boiton,
day· only, at 7 p.m., (or Portland.

by

School children should be fed plentiand frequently on Quaker Oats
fully
Roofing—The
the best possible breakfast for
try imitations.
Mrs. Brown (to the new maid)—Well, [t makes
One-half cop butter, one oup sugar,
"Any one call sinoe Pve been out,
Katie?"
two eggs, two-thirds cup milk, two cups Nora, I hope we shall get along very inyone who is to work with either brain
that
lasts.
to
kind
make
order.
The
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
"Yes, miss," replied the servant: flour, two teaspoons
baking-powder. nioely; I'm not at all difficult to please. sr muscle. It's easy to prove this ir.
Regular sizes of doors ic stock. Have your veranda screened in. "that young man who was here last Bake in layers,
and fill with chocolate
Nora—No, nan; that's jnst what I
Increase the daily
own family.
We sell wire screen clotb, spring binges, Jfcc.
and cocoanut Ailing. Melt one square of thought the very mlnnte I set eyes on four
night."
of Quaker Oats and you'll
he
"Did
leave
:onsumption
chocolate
with
the
master.
of
two
anything?"
tablespoons
sogar
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
"He wanted to leave a kiss, but I and a little water. Stir over the fire till
lee an almost immediate improvement in
We often wonder how any person can
the I wouldn't take it, misai"
thiok and smooth.
Batteries"
Add
sell
one cup of
"Columbia
Ignition
and
Electrical
health and energy of those who eat
the
Supplies—We
Telephone·
be
into
'
but
persuaded
taking anything
grated cocoanut; spread it between the
best for automobiles and telephones.
Are you tortured to death daily with cakes.
Foley's Honey and Tar for conghs, colds it The regular size package of Quaker
Eczema? why suffer when Bloodine
and long trouble. Do not be fooled into Oats sells at 10c, the large family packNOUBIBHING DISH.
Ointment will give you instant relief and
aooeptlng "own make" or other substisize at 25c ; the family package with
Pour three tablespoons of cream over a tutes. The genuine contains no harmful age
permanently cure yon. 50o. a box mailed by The Bloodine Co., loo., Boaton, slice of fin* granulated wheat bread; drag· and is In a yellow package, F. A. a piece of china 30c.
I salt It illghtly.
Shurtleff <k Oo.
Maes,
Breakfast on Quaker Oat· every day.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Portland, week day· only at7

for Boaton.

al>lcd to crnwi along narrow ledges ot
other dliTî< uit passages, iHlng it to bal
It Is preance with < r to gain η hold
hensile. iiUe the tails of come monl'y means of it tile little beast
keys
can Jump up heights otherwise Inaccessible employing It as a

GOLD CAKE.
fective, and is a splendid spring medi- to save bis remaining followers' Uvea
One-half cap butter, one cap sugar, oioe, as it cleanses the system and clears by breaking through the English lines
one-half cup milk, one teaspoon lemon, the
»nd escaping, thus drawing off pursuit
complexion. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

"I have my speech nearly completed."
"I suppose yon have marshaled your
TUTTI-FRUTTI CREAM CAKE.
arguments in serried ranks?"
Three-fourths cap batter, two cups of
I
taken
that
haven't
of
"No;
up
part
Maine. it. But I have selected my anecdotes." sugar, one-balf cap of milk, two and a
Util
arl«.
half caps of pastry flour, one-half teaBeer Drinkers and others who suffer spoon of soda, one and one-half teain
with Bright'e Disease, Diabetes, Back spoons cream-of-tartar, whites of eight
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble eggs, one-balf teaspoon eaoh lemon, rose
When in want of anything in our lines give us a call.
One-fourth cap figs ohopcan be cured if they will take Bloodine and almond.
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box, ped, one-fourth cap grated cocoanut,
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY'. WE SELL
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ino., Bos- one-balf cap raisins chopped, one-half
cup walnut meats chopped, one cup of
ton, Mass.
Builders'
sugar, one-fourth cup of water, white of
!
"If he has proposed, why don't you one egg. Mix the cake in the order
Builders'
give him an answer?"
given; divide into three parts, and flavor
"I can't make up my mind whether I each differently. Bake in three long,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Hoom Paints,
would like him when I got him home." shallow pans. For tbe filling, simmer
Floor Dressing,
Barn Pairts,
Varnishes,
tbe sugar and water until it threads.
If yoa have backache and urinary Pour it
Floor Finish,
Boo! Paints,
Into tbe white of the egg (beaten
troubles
should
take
yoa
Foley's
Kidney
till
Brushes.
foamy), beat well, and stir in quickLiquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Remedy to strengthen and build up the ly tbe chopped mixture. Put this beOur paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
kidneys so tbey will act properly, as a tween the layers, then frost top and
serious kidney trouble may develop. F. sides.
affliction? It relieves all
A.
Shurtleff £ Co.
25c. and 50c. a bottle.
beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't
Paroid
c c CAKE.

MIND!

and ef-

"Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,

iu|

Mr. F. Q. Fritts, Oneonta, Ν. Y.,
writes: "My little girl was greatly bene-

children,

ITATEBOOMI «Ι.ΟΟ.

Steamship·

A Rat'» Tail.
A rat's tail Is a wonderful thiug
The great i.atnrallst Cuvier says that
there are more muscles In this curium
appendage than are to lté found in tba
part of the human anatomy which I.
most admired for Its ingenious strnc
ture—namely, the band. To the rat.
fact. Its tall serves as a sort of baud
means of which the animal is en

|

Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

FIBCT CLAM fABE fl.OO.

Grocer'ê

|

fitted by taking Foley's Orino Laxative,
and I think it is the best remedy for constipation and liver trouble."
Foley's
Orino Laxative is best for women and

Portland Division.

As I came up to the railing in front
of the president be was reading a paper that had Just been presented to
bioi by a man who sat In the chair
opposite blm and who seemed by his
restlessness and unsteady eyes to be
of a nervous disposition or under great

faulty

round. Press the halved walnut meats
a Cleveland hotel
He was
on each side, letting the cream show
slightly between the meats. One egg and went down to the union depot on an
will require about a pound and a quarter errand. There he met a man who seemed to want to be friendly, and after a bit
of sugar.
the first one said:
MOIST GINGERBREAD.
"Yes, I am a total stranger here, I am tle boy (last of Massasoit's royal line)
Two cups fiour, one teaspoon salt, two almost without
baggage, and yet they
a Bermuda
of
one
teaspoons
ginger,
cup molasses, have let me run up a hotel bill of about was Hold as a slave to
one tablespoon of lard, hot water, one
#12. What is there to prevent me from planter. At last. In midsummer, Philip
teaspoon soda. Mix the flour, salt and taking a train and jumping the bill? I was hopelessly beaten. With a baudginger, and stir in the molasses. Put could be 100 miles away before they ful of followers he crept back by I
the lard in a cup and All it with boiling missed me."
stealth to Uristol and hid there In α
water. When the lard is dissolved, put
I dunno," doubtfully replied
"Well,
swamp. Oue of his warriors pointed
it into the mixture and add the soda.
the other.
out the uselessness of further struggle
it
wonld
see
"But
don't
how
easy
you
MOLASSES CAKE.
and begged Philip to make peace with
Two cups of molasses, one cup of be?"
the English. Philip, furious at so cow
but
it
looks
kind
of
don't
"T-e-8,
easj,
brown sugar, one cap lard, two cups of
a suggestion, struck the warrlot
urdly
and
I
am
the
see
hotel
detective,
hot water, four cups of flour, one cup of you
having a suspicion that you intended to dead. The slain nmn's brother tied to
raisins, two teaspoons cinnamon, one- beat
us, I have been following you for the English and betrayed to them
half teaspoon cloves, one-fourth nutmeg
the last two days."
Philip's hiding place.
one heaping teaspoon soda, one
grated,
No. 449.—Riddle.
Captain Church and a band of mill
Seed and chop the-raisins. Mix
egg.
have
middle
life
war
usually
I see the clash of arms in mighty
People past
surrounded the marsh on Aug. 12.
the spices, raisins, and soda with the some
or bladder disorder that tia
Where foe meets foe to hold the right
kidney
flour. Heap the measure of flour slightwith zeal.
naturally Philip, heartbroken at tho loss of bis
saps the vitality, which is
Mix the molasses, sugar, lard, and lower in old
The conqueror and the conquered I have ly.
age.
Foley's Kidney family and tbe ruin of hi» people, tried
known
water, stir in the flour, add the beaten Remedy corrects urinary troubles, stimuAnd seen the wounds of time that never
last.
Bake
in
a
shallow
egg
dripping- lates the kidneys, and restores strength
heal.
pan, and sprinkle with powdered sugar and vigor. It cures uric aoid troubles
And yet I hang forsaken in the dust,
it
in
before
the
oven.
just
putting
A mark of gross negleci or time's deby strengthening the kidneys so they
cree.
will strain out the uric acid that settles
PLAIN FRUIT CAKE.
I come with age. 1 come with soil or rust.
in the muscles and joints oausing rheuOne-half cup butter, one cup sugar,
And all conceal their ownership of me.
matism. F. A. Shurtieff A Co
one egg, one cup eour milk, two and onehalf cups flour, one scant teaspoon soda,
"You have a new maid, I see, Mrs.
No. 450.—Word Square.
one and one-half cup of raisins, one-half Youngwife."
My first is the most useful of farm cup currants, one teaspoon cinnamon,
"Yes, I got her about a week ago."
animals.
one teaspoon mace.
"How do you like her?"
States.
one
of
the
United
second
Is
My
"Very much indeed. She lets me do
tULAl'
almost as I like about the house.
My third is a person's last testament.
One-half cap butter, one and one-bali
one
Is
fourth
a
My
song' sung by
cups sugar, one cup sour milk, one teaShake off the grip of yourold enemy,
person.
κροοη soda, one-half teaspoon cinnamon, Nasal Catarrh, by uelng Ely's Cream
one-half teaspoon nutmeg. Three cups Balm. Then will all the swelling and
flour mixed with one and one-half caps soreness be driven out of the
Key to Puzzledom.
tender, inand floured flamed membranes. The fits of sneezNo. 436.—Numerical Enigma: Prop- raieins stoned, chopped,
with part of the measure of flour.
agate, projiagate.
ing will cease and the discharge, as
OBANGE CAKE.
offensive to others as to yourself, will be
No. 437.—Concealed Double Acrostic:
One-half cup butter, one cup sugar, stopped when the causes that produce it
English—History, Words: EartH, Natwo eggs, one-half cup milk, two caps are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and
omi, GaS. LinT, IagO. SailoR, HaY.
flour, one-half teaspoon eoda, one tea- renewed health by the use of Cream
No. 438—The Puzzling Pup:
Sold by all druggists for 50 cents,
rind
of
one Balm.
spoon cream-of-tartar,
or mailed by Ely Bros., δβ Warren Street,
orange. Mix in tbe order given. Bake
in two pans. Put tbe grated rind of the New York.
Stir powdered
orange in the cake.
The captain was receiving the new
sugar into the orange jaice until quite
thick, and spread it between the cakes middy.
"Well, boy, the old story, I suppose—
when cool.
fool of the family sent to sea?"
SO°UB CBEAM CAKE.
"Oh, no, sir," piped the boy, "that's
Three eggs, two cups sugar, one-balf all altered since your day."

teaspoon salt, one teaspoon lemon, one
scant teaspoon soda, one cup rich sour
cream, three cups flour. Beat the yolks
until light and thick; add the sugar, the
whites beaten stiff, the salt, and lemon.
Dissolve the eoda in the cream, add the
flour, and bake in a shallow pan.

Who]

without warning, he dropsent against
his
and drove him ped the paper, and, stretching out
If you can find a single
from hie headquarter* long arm, he pointed bis finger directly
and said, with it after a fair trial,
at Mount Hope, op- In the face of his vis-a-vis
"What'· the matter with you?"
dealer will refund your
posite Fall River, Mass. But It was|
The mau stammered and finally re-|
impossible to corner the Indiana and
money.
force them to a decisive battle. Gov- plied, "Nothing."
"Yes, tbere is," said Lincoln. "You
ernor Wlnslow when winter set In
look me In the facel You have
marched 1,000 men through the path- can't
looked me iu the face sluoe you
less, frozen wilderness and fell npon not
now you are looking
tbe principal encampment of the Nar- sat there! Even
that window and cannot look me
ragansetts, where the bulk of that tribe out
Their camp in the eye!"
were in winter quarters.
Then, flinging the paper in the man's
was on a six acre bill girt by a high
he cried: "Take it back! There Is
lap,
a
marsh.
surrounded
and
by
palisade
I will
about this!
AMSTED * BURK CONTANT. KB·
It contained 500 wigwams and great something wrong
SprinjfitW, Ohia
to do with It!" And the
stores of food. After a two hour fight have nothing
Β
retired.—T.
Individual
discomfited
For Sale at Your
Wlnslow forced hie way past tbe pal·
Bancroft In McClure's Magazine.
were

j

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

Rebuk· to ■ Visitor
Would Not Meet HI· Q^f·.

visitor..
Suddenly,

Exasperating.

one

Lincoln'·

his

one

sifted,

uj

toy

One heaping tablespoonful butter,

Eastern Sttflisliip Company,

HE READ HIS MAN.

excitement.
Mr. Lincoln, still holding the paper
up and without movement of any kind,
paused and, raising his eyes, looked
for α long time at this man'a face and
seemed to be looking down into bis
very soul. Then, resuming his reading
for α few moments, be again paused
and cast the same piercing look upon

Pijrto· Tofcuo·

Û<

EDISON
Portland Cement

;v

U

Kb Re

Sts.,

NORWAY,

pinch
flour,

Η W

A

The Wars of
Our Country!

~

Bankrupt's Petition

for

In the matter of
FLORA A.

Discharge.

)
! In Bankrupt, ν
BROWN,
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the ni>

trlct Court of the United States for the Dlatr·.
of Maine:
A. BROWN, of Bumford. In the Coui;
ty of Oxfori, and State of Maine, In
District, respectfully represents that on th>>
day of Jan., last past, she was duly adjudpr 1
bankrupt under the Act* of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered
her property and right* of property, and iiae tu' τ
complied with all the requirements of said A. n
and of the orders of Court toucalng her liai.k

FLORA

ruptey.
Wherefore she prays, That she may be deer. >1
by the Court to have a full discharge from a'l
debts provable against her estate under ».ilt
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc ev
ceuted by law from such discharge.
Date·! thla ltfih day of March, A. D. 1909.
FLORA Λ. BROWN, Bankrupt
Order or notice Tltarcon.

District ok Maine, m.
On thle -.'Ttb <Uy of Mnr., A. D. l«W,on res'llt·κ
the foregoing
It le
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be bi I
I».
ui>on the saine on the lttth day of April, Λ.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In hM I»l"
trlct, at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon : ami that no
tlce thereof l*o publlshod bttlOsMDilW
crat, a newspaper printed In laid District, ar I
that all known creditors, ami other pmoesla
Intcreat, may apjiear at the eal<l time an
and show cause, if any they bare, why tte
prayer of aaf<l petitioner shoula not lie Kraut·1
Anil It la further ordered by the Court, I
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known ctt·'
Iters copies of eald petition and lid» order,»!
dressed to them at tnelr placée of resident· ai
stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Ju'Vc
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I'ort
··,
land, In said District, on tbe 27th day of
A. D. 1909.
JAMBS E. DEWEY, Clerk
[l. e.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWBY, Clert.

petition,

OF

STATE

IHAINE.

COUNTY ΟΓ OXFORD, 88.
South I'aris, Maine, March ·Χ, 1>
In conformity with the provisions of See. IT
Chapt. 48 of the Revised Statutes, tbe following
Is publlnbed a.» a Ust of the officers and corpora',
ore of the South Paris Saving* Bank, electc t at
the annual election held at said Itank

day, the !i5th day of March, l'J09:
OFFICER*

President,
Vice-President,
Treasurer,
Secretary,

Tburt

N. Dayton BoUtcr.
J. Hastings Bean.
George M. Atwood.
George M. Atwood.

TRUSTEES

Ν. Dayton Roister.
William J. Wheeler.

on

:

:

8. Porter Stearns.
Henry D. Hammond.
James S. Wright.
Edward W. Penley.

John F. Plummer.
AIbert W. Walker.
J. Hastings Bean.
MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION !
Wm. O. Frothlngbam
N. Dayton Bolster.
J. Hastings Bean.
Fred W. BonnevJohn F. Plummer.
Edward W. Penley.
Wallace Rverson.
Geo. A. Rrlgg·.
Edwin N. Haakell.
Henry D. Hammond.
Frank A. Shurtleff.
Wilbur L. Farrar.
Albert W. Walker.
Joseph A. KennryWilliam J. Wheeler.
Charles W. Howker.
S. Porter Stearns.
Wm A. Porter.
James S. Wright.
Walter L. Cray.
Albert D. Park
George M. Atwood.
Hudson Knight.
George R. Morton.
I<eander H. Hillings.
James G. Ltttlefleld.
Franklin Maxim.
Chas. G. Andrews.
Wlndeld 8 Stirblrd.
Llnwood L. Power»
Alton C. Wheeler.
Delbert M. Stewart
Arthur E. Forbes.
James I). Hayne*.
Nelson G. Elder.
Lore η Β. Merrill.
Charles II. Howard.
Grinflll Stuart.
Hiram Pulslfer.
Oscar Barrows.
John Bennett.
AIbett L. Holme*.
J Ferd King.
Frank A. Taylor.
J. P. Rlchardton
Alfred II. Jackson.
Herl>ert G. Fletcher.
George B. Crockett.
Olbau A. Maxim.
U. Hiram lleald

U-15

GEORGE M.

ATWOOD. Secy.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United Stales for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of

)
GEORGE E. CHAPMAN. In Bankruptcy.
of Porter, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of George E. Chapmso, In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the Ird day of
April, A. D. 1909, the aald George E.Chapean
was duly adjudicate·! bankrupt, and that the flr»t
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 21st day of April, A. D. 1»>. 11
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claim·,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt. »"·'
transact such other business as may properly
oome before said meeting.
Sooth Paris, April 3,1809.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Inirufafeaja

CltA&Mf âi*d besut.r<0 thf hâif.
Promutts s 1οι«*οΙ Γ''*γ.
«•Ter Fails to Br'tore <Jr*7

coc,àdt\w*Pwqj*_^

